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THE WMO
The WOl'ld MetcOTological Organization (WMO) is a specialized agency of the United
Nations of which 130 States and Territories aTe MemJle!'S.

It was created :
to facilitate international co-operation in the estahlishment of networks of stations and
centres to provide meteorological services and ohservations,
to promote the establishment and maintenance of systems for the rapid exchange of

meteorological information,
to pI'ornate standardization of meteorological obscl'vations and ensure the uniform

publication of observations and statistics,
to further the application of meteorology to aviatioll, shipping, agriculture, and othel'
human activities,
to encourage research and training in meteorology.
The machinel'y of the Organization consists of the following llodies.
The World Meteorological Congress, the supreme body of the Ol'ganization, brings
together the delegates of all Members once every four years to determine general policies for
the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, to adopt Technical Regulations relating
to international meteorological pl'actiec and to determine the WMO pl·ogramme.
The Executive Committee is composed of 24 dU'eetors of national meteorological sel'vices
and meets at least once a yeaI' to conduct the activities of the Organization and to implement
the decisions taken by its Members in Congress, to study and make l'ccommendations on
matteI'S affecting intel'uational meteorology and the opcl'ation of meteorological services.
The six Regional Associations (Africa, Asia, South America, North and Central America,
South-West Pacific and Europe), which are composed of Member Governments, cO-Ol'dinatc
meteorological activity within then' l'espective regions and examine from the regional point
of view all questions l'eferrcd to them.
The eight Technical Conunissions composed of experts designated by Members are
responsible for studying the special technical branches related to meteorological observation,
analysis, forecasting and l'esearch as well as to the apIJIications of meteOl'ology. Technical
Commissions have been established fOl' synoptic meteOl'ology, climatology, instruments and
methods of observation, atmospheric sciences, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural
meteOl'ology, hydrometeorology and maritime meteorology.
The Secretariat, located at Geneva, Switzerland, is composed of an international scientific,
technical and administrative staff under the direction of the Secretary-General. It undertakes
technical studies, is responsible for the numerous technical assistance and othOl' technical
co-operation projects in meteorology tm'oughout the world aimed at contributing to economic
development of the countries concerned. It also publishes specialized technical notes, guides,
manuals and Teports and in general acts as the link between the meteorological services of the
world. The Secretariat works in close collaboration with the United Nations and other
specialized agencies.
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NOTE
The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this publication do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the World
Meteorological Organization concerning the legal status of any country or territory or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers.
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PLAN DES RESEAUX HYDROLOGIQUES

Cette Note technique traite des problemes relatifs a llelaboration des
plans, a 11 organisation et au fonctionnement des reseaux hydrologiques. Elle
passe en revue les applications des donnees hydrologiques et examine certaines
techniques pouvant etre utilisees en llabsehce de donnees suffisantes. Enfin,
l.'auteur formule des recommandations destinees a ameliorer les reseaux existants, en tenant compte des possibilites restreintes qui existeront probablement dans ce domaine dans un avenir previsible.
La Note commence par examiner brievement Ie r&le de Ilhydrologie en
tant que science geophysique assez recente. Elle cite quelques exemples typiques des problemes qui se posent aux hydrologistes. Ces problemes se divisent
en deux categories; d'une part, les problemes de structure et de planification et, d'autre part, les problemes d'exploitation. Llauteur est ainsi amene
a examiner les divers types de donnees hydrologiques, ainsi que leurs applications.
Examinant la question de la planification des reseaux, I' auteur fait
remarquer que presque toutes les etudes faites jusqu'a present n'ont eu qu'une
portee extremement limitee et sont basees sur des besoins souvent estimes de·
fagon peu realiste. Langbein, qui recommande un reseau fixe de stations de
base pour obtenir des sondages dans Ie temps et un reseau moins rigide de stations secondaires pour les sondages geographiques, est, selon l'auteur, celui
qui a aborde jusqu'a present la question de. la planification des reseaux de
la maniere la plus pratique. 11 est d'autant plus necessaire de preparer soigneusement la planification des reseaux que l'on se heurte a de grandes difficultes pour obtenir les fonds necessaires au rassemblement des donnees de
base. 11 arrive souvent que lion soit arrete par Ie manque de donnees fondamentales et l'auteur donne quelques exemples des techniques que lion peut employer dans ce cas pour evaluer les facteurs hydrologiques necessaires a l'elaboration des projets de mise en valeur des res sources hydrauliques.
Dans la derniere partie de la tlote technique, 11 auteur aboutit a un
certain nombre de conclusions importantes en ce qui concerne la planification
des reseaux hydrologiques. 11 recommande d'etablir dans chaque region hydrologique principale des bassins de reference, afin dlobtenir des series ininterrompues de donnees comparables. Entre ces bassins, il faudrait creer des
reseaux (egalement permanents) de stations de base. Enfin, pour obtenir un
echantillonnage physiographique, il faudrait mettre en service des stations
secondaires pendant des periodes limitees, de 5 a 10 annees par exemple.L au'
teur estime d'autre part qu1en raison des fonds restreints disponib12s, il
faudra probablement, dans toute tentative d'ameliorer les reseaux hydrologiques existants, concentrer au cours des premieres annees les efforts sur des
stations permanentes.
Dne bibliographie complete la Note.
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DISENO DE REDES HIDROLOGICAS
Resumen
---

Se examinan en estn Nota Tecnica los problemas que entrana la planificaci6n, el disefio y el funcionamiento de las redes hidro16gicas. Se pasa
revista a la utilizaci6n de los datos hidro16gicos y a algunas tecnicas que
se emplean cuando no se dispone de datos suficientes. POl' dltimo, el autor
hace recomendaciones a fin de mejorar las redes existentes, teniendo en cuenta los recursos limitados con que se espera poder contar en un futuro previsible.
Al princlplo de la Nota figura un examen sucinto de la funci6n que
desempena la hidrologfa como una de las ciencias geofIsicas mJs recientes.
Se citan algunos ejemplos tIpicos de los problemas que tienen que afrontar
los hidr61ogos, divididos en dos clases : los problemas de planeamiento y
diseno, y los de funcionamiento. Esto conduce a un estudio de los diversos
tipos de datos hidro16gicos y de su utilizaci6n.
Al comentar las investigaciones sobre el disefio de redes smlala el
autor que pr~cticamente todos los estudios realizados hasta ahora han sido
de alcance muy limitado y se han basado en necesidades calculadas de manera
poco realista. Parece que la soluci6n mJs practica encontrada hasta ahora
es el metodo de Longbein, que recomienda una red fija de estaciones de base
para obtener datos en funci6n del tiempo, y de estaciones secundarias para
obtener datos en funci6n de los puntos geogr~ficos. La necesidad de un disefio
esmerado es adn mJs importante por las dificultades con que se tropieza para
obtener los fondos necesarios para la recogida de los datos b~sicos. Como
frecuentementG no hay datos bJsicos suficientes, el autor cita algunos ejemplos de las tecnicas que cabe emplear en tales circunstancias para evaluar
los factores hidro16gicos necesarios para el diseno de proyectos sobre recursos hidr6ulicos.

En las secciones finales de la Nota Tecnica se llega a una serie de
conclusiones importantes sobre el diseno de las redes hidro16gicas. El autor
recomienda que en todas las regiones hidro16gicas primarias se determinen
cuencas secundarias de referencia para facilitar series sin fin de datos comparables. Intercaladas en estas cuencas de referencia debe haber redes de
estaciones de base, tambien de caracter permanente. POl' ultimo, se deben establecer estaciones secundarias durante periodos limitados, de unos cinco a
diez anos, a fin de facilitar la recogida de datos fisiograficos. Tambien se
apunta la idea de que la limitaci6n de fondos obligara probablemente a concentrar en las estaciones permanentes los esfuerzos que se hagan en los pr6ximos afios para mejorar las redes existerrtes u

Completa la Nota informacion bibliografica.
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PURPOSES TO BE SERVED

Hydrology is a rather new geophysical science and, as might be expect··
ed, there is not general agreement concerning the delineation between this
and other related geophysical scienceso In the broadest sense, hydrology
treats the occurrence of water on the earth, the description of the earth
with respect to water, and the relation of water to life on the eartho That
the scope so defined impinges upon sciences such as meteorology, geology,
agriculture and geomorphology is evidento The overlap in scope of physical
sciences is mentioned here to emphasize the fact that networks for collecting
hydrological observations also provide data for other purposes, all of which
should be considered in planning data collecting facilitieso In some countries several agencies, or departments, have responsibilities which lead to
the collection of precipitation data, for example, and the superimposed networks mayor may not be co-ordinatedo Data publication is particularly
difficult to co-ordinate under these circumstances.
Hydrological purposes. Problems confronting the hydrologist can be
segregated into two classes - those in the nature of planning and design, and
those pertaining to operationo No attempt is made to provide a complete list
of each in this brief paper, but attention is directed to typical problems in
each of the two categories. Some of the more prevalent design problems are :
(1)

Spillway capa.ci ty for reservoirs, stock ponds, etc

(2)

Levee design and channel improvement

(3)

Storm drainage (municipal, highway, airport, etco)o

(4)

Power potential estimateso

(5)

Available water supply - with.or without storageo

(6)

Safe yield of ground-water, well spacing, etco

(7)

Flood damage frequencies and risk determinationo

(8)

Estimates of consumptive use and of reservoir evaporation.

*

0

0

Prepared for meeting of WMO Panel on Water Resource, July 16-1S,
Geneva, SwitzeIland. Revised October 1957
0
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PURPOSES TO BE SERVED

Design problems are of a non-repetitive nature, they could, in many
cases, be solved directly from streamflow and storage data if sufficient observations were available, areally and throughout time, there is no necessity to
determine the exact time sequence of future hydrological events, and the solution to the problem need not be geared to a rigid time schedule. In contrast,
operational problems are of a continuing nature, they require forecasts of
subsequent streamflow (in time sequence) which leads to heavy reliance on related factors; and hydrological analysis of the current situation must be completed in a minimum of time. This is, of course, a true comparison only in a
general sense, but there are, nevertheless, important differences between·des~
and operation problems which cannot be ignored in planning hydrological networks.
Although there are exceptions, most operational problems confronting
the hydrologist involve the forecasting of streamflow and water supply - short
range, seasonal and annual. Some of the purposes to be served by forecasts
are~

(6)

Operation of dams. Particularly valuable for flood control, navigation, and mUltiple-purpose structures.

(b)

Evacuation and withdrawal of movable property from the path of an oncoming flood.

(c)

Flood fighting - sand-bagging, closing of gates in levees and flood
walls, plan for operation of pumps.

(d)

Low-flow navigation planning.

(e)

Scheduling diversion and distribution of irrigation water.

(f)

Scheduling power production.

(g)

Planning construction work in or near streams.

(a)

Basis of long-range flood control operations and flood fighting.

(b)

Agricul tural planning in irrigated areas.

(c)

Basis of power operation schedules.

(d)

Planning for municipal water supply.

(e)

Long-range navigation planning.

Other purposes.
Many of the data indispensible to the hydrologist
are just as indispensible in other fields of activity. One cannot say, for
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example, that precipitation data are either hydrological or meteorological
to the exclusion of the other. The observations serve a multitude of purposes, but the only sound approach is an integrated network designed to serve
all, save possitly the most specialized and temporary requirements. Synoptic
meteorology, climatology and agriculture are outstanding examples of the other
fields using data in common with hydrology.
2.

TYPES OF HYDROLOGICAL DATA

Before discussing the various types of data, a clarification of terminology may avoid misapprehension. As used herein, hydrological data encompasse
all data commonly used by the hydrologist, and there is no implication that
the data are primarily of a hydrological nature or that they should necessarily
be collected by a hydrological agency. No attempt has been made to discuss
all uses made of the various types of data, but examples are cited.
Data applicable to the field of hydrology can be conveniently segregated into two classes - those of a physiographic or unchanging nature and
those which must be measured through time. Only the latter class is relevant
to a discussion on the design of hydrological networks. Knowledge with res~t
to the former can be advanced as appropriate to any desired level, but efficient, economical design requires that observations of streamflow, etc., be
started many years in advance. To present a complete picture of hydrological
needs, both classes of data are enumerated in this section, but physiographic
and similar data are not covered in the subsequent discussion.
Streamflow and river and lake stage.
Discharge and stage data are
truly hydrological in nature, and they are basic to the solution of most hydrological design and operation problems. Since streamflow data are derived from
continuous records of stage and occasional discharge measurements, the two
types of data are inseparable and should obviously be collected and published
by the same agency. Similarly, lake or reservoir stage is used to derive
changes in storage - a basic factor in the water budget of a basin.
Synoptic reports of stage and discharge are required in the preparation of river forecasts. Forecast responsibility is sometimes vested in an
agency other than the one responsible for operating the precipitation and/or
streamflow networks. In this case, avoiding needless and expensive duplication of facilities and man-power requires that the programmes be fully coordinated.
Ground-water levels.
The water level in unpumped wells is indicative
of stored ground-water supply and is closely related to the low-flow characteristics of perennial streams. Such data, therefore, play an important role
in completing our understanding of the hydrological cycle and are directly
involved in the design of irrigation and other water-supply projects relying
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on ground-water supplies. Pumping tests and other discharge data also
in the evaluation of safe yield.

as~st

River and lake ice. Thickness and other observed physical characteristics of river and lake ice are used in designing for ice pressure, in
predicting ice breakup and consequent jams, and in planning navigation operations.
Infiltration.
The process by which incident rainfall passes through
the earth's surface into the soil is called "infiltration". Infiltration mea~
urements are made by applying water to an isolated section of the soil surface
at a known rate and determining the rate at which it passes into the soil.
Infiltration data are sometimes used in deriving procedures for estimating
the volume and distribution of surface runoff.
Soil moisture.
The volume of streamflow resulting from a particular
storm is primarily dependent upon the deficiency of soil moisture. The hydrologist Bas made only limited use of soil moisture, largely because reliable,
long-term records are virtually non-existent. It is apparent that this element will play an important role in the future as instrumentation improves
and record length increases.
Sediment transport and deposition.
Observations are made of th.e
suspended and bed-load material in flowing streams and the volumes of sediment
deposited in lakes and reservoirs are estimated from periodic surveys. The
data are particularly useful in the design of reservoirs, canals, and numerous other types of structures affected by channel regimen.
~ater quality.
Domestic, irrigation and even industrial water supplies
must meet certain standards of quality. Observations are needed not only to
assure safe design, but also on a continuing basis for operational purposes.

Flood damq~. Economic justification of flood control projects requires an estimate of anticipated savings as reflected by damages of the past.
Damage surveys are a necessity if economical design is to be achieved. Such
data are also of value in flood insurance actu2riel studies.
Evaporation and transpiration.
Th~ estimation of evaporation losses
is an intrinsic phase of reservoir design, particularly in arid and semi-arid
regions. Evapotranspiration (or consumptive use) when considered in conjunction with anticipated precipitation, is a measure of the water-supply requirements for irrigation projects.
Precipitation and snowDac~. Rainfall, snowfall and snowpack observations are used 'extensively in the field of hydrology. In the design phase,
such data are used to bolster inadequate streamflow records and they are
used operationally to forecast stage, discharge and water supply.
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Frost penetratio~ and soil temperature. Depth and structure of frost
are important factors in determining the runoff to result from snowmelt or
rainfall. They must, therefore, be considered in forecasting and in estimating the upper limits of discharge for design purposes. Soil temperature is
frequently a by-product of soil moisture observations, depending on the type
of equipment in use. The data are little used in hydrology except as they
are indicative of frost probabilities or in connex1on with evapotranspiration
studies.
Interceptl2ll-Qnd depression stora~. The water intercepted by vegetative cover is a net loss to surface precipitation and, accordingly, affects
the surface runoff, soil moisture and ground-water phases of the hydrological
cycle. Since interception usually exercises a minor role in the water balance,
it is normally observed for experimental purposes only. Surface depressions
store rainfall which would otherwise contribute to surface runoff. The stored
water later evaporates or infiltrates through the soil surface. Both capacity
and quantity of stored water are involved in hydrological problems, but neither
is readily measurable except for the large depressions (blind drainage). Most
hydrological analyses combine interception, depression storage and possibly
other factors empirically.
Topoqraphv and river profiles and cross-sections. Topographic data
are frequently utilized in correlations of hydrological factors, since they
affect the areal distribution of precipitation, snowmelt and flow velocities.
River profiles are used in estimating travel times through river reaches. A
cross-section of the channel below the water surface is an integral part of
a discharge measurement, and the cross-sectional area in relation to stage
assists in the extrapolation of the discharge rating. The data are needed in
many river engineering problems involving channel stability, etc •
.§ubterranean character1stics. Tho appraisal of potential ground-water
supplies requires intensive investigation of underground geological features.
Planned development of supplies hinges upon full knowledge of the ground-water
reservoir - permeability, porosity, extent of the aquifel', etc.
Soil type and vegetative cover. While data on soil type and vegetative
COver are primarily agricultural in natu~e, both factors influence the water
balance of an area - infiltration, erosion, surface runoff, ground-water, soil
moisture and evapotranspiration. Their use in hydrology is restricted primarily to correlation analysis directed toward generalized estimates of the relevant hydrological factors.
Water te~perature.
The application of an energy budget to evaporation
determination requires observations of streamflow temperatures and periodic
temperature profiles of the lake under consideration. Water temperature must
also be considered in water supply planning, particularly with respect to industrial Uses.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF NEDVORK DESIGN

Air temperature.
Empirical studies of snowmelt and evapotranspiration usually inclUde air temperature as a parameter, and most snowmelt forecasting procedures rely heavily upon reported and predicted temperatures.
Radiation, wind and humidity.
From a theoretical point of view,
radiation is the controlling factor in the evapotranspiration and snowmelt
processes. Wind and humidity affect the heat balance and both types of data
are required in the turbulent transport approach to evaporation estimates.
Wind also becomes a factor in the design of certain water control structures
(waves and setup).
3.

INVESTIGATIONS OF NETWORK DESIGN

Virtually all studies on network design have been extremely limited
in scope and based on assumed requirements which are not particularly reaii~ic.
The fullowing review of such studies is admitted incomplete, but it is believed
the source material covered is representative of most approaches attempted
to date.
Network density. Two types of studies have been made to determine
the areal den$ity of observations required - one is based on statistical
theory of sampling error (17, 21, 25), the other treats the average of the
observations from a very dense network as the "true" mean for comparative
analysis .10, 19, 23, ?6).
The standard error of the s~mple mean is inversely proportional to
the square root of sample size n, provided the observations are independent.
In using point samples of hydrological elements to derive areal means, intraclass correlations can seldom be neglected. Although evalu~ting the standard
error of the mean is an involved and lengthy process under such circumstances,
Thom (25) concludes that changes in correlation with network density are small
and that the error of the mean varies approximately as l/~.
Empirical studies, using the average of a dense network as the "true"
mean, indicate that the reliability of an n-station areal mean varies as the
reciprocal of n to about the 0.6 or 0.7 power, both in the case of thunderstorm and annual rainfall over plains regions.
Both the theoretical and the empirical approaches to the determination of required network density presuppose the existence of an appreciable
number of stations either in the area under consideration or in an area from
which the results are transposable. Such studies assume that the mean and
variability over the area considered corresponds to that determined from exist~
ing stations. This is seldom the case in mountainous terrain where there is
usually a preponderance of low-elevation stations. It is further assumed
that the planner of a network is aware of all future needs. Rega~less of any
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economically feasible density designed for, there will always be cases where
one is interested in shorter time increments and smaller areas than can be
accurately determined by averaging observed station values. Moreover, basin
averages can be more accurately determined from iso-maps than by averaging
the amounts observed at relatively few points (23).
Record lenGths. The error to be expected in a mean annual value derived
from i years of record is inversely proportional to ~ provided the annual
values are independent (3, 18). However, the governing aspects of required
record length are those defining the frequency of occurrences - the entire
frequency curve is required, not just the mean value - and this problem cannot be approached so directly. Moreover, persistence is evident in many
series of hydrological data.
Empirical studies (2, 6) indicate that mean values of hydrological
factors are usually more reliable when based on record periods of about 15
to 30 years than when computed from longer series, i.e., more reliable in a
predictive sense for estimating events in the immediate future. A long record
does, nevertheless, provide a better basis of project design and can be of
value in delineating climatic trends. There is ample justification for the
unending collection of observations from selected stations.
Other studies. Realizing that the time and density (geographic)
aspects of network design cannot be independently evaluated, Langbein (16)
concludes that "the basis, therefore, of design of a stream'-gauging network
is the establishment of a firm network of base stations to serve as fixed
points for the time samplinG factor, and a group of secondary stations to be
operated for relatively short periods on numerous streams in order to provide
£eographic samplinG. The problem, then, is to define the number of base stations and the length of operation of the secondary stations". By correlating
data from a recondary station with that of a base station, the short record
can be extrapolated. Langbein derived formulae to give the optimum number of
base stations and the length of period of operation of secondary stations to
provide the greatest number of gauged streams with available funds. He concludes (9) that about 2,500 base stations are required for the USA, that the
secondary stations should each be operated for five to ten years, and that the
density of base stations should vary from 0.4 to 1.5 per 1,000 square miles,
depending of the deterioration of correlation with distance and the relative
intensity of the need for information.
The approach to network design advocated by Langbein is undoubtedly
the most realistic attempted to date
It does seem, however, that one should
plan to use precipitation and other pertinent data, when available, to extrapolate short···term streamf low records. And, more important, it would seem that
improved economic design of hydrological networks could be achieved if all
types of related data were considered as a group - the precipitation and stream
flow networks certainly should be co-ordinated.

d
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TRUE ESSENCE OF NETWORK PLANNING

The acquisition of funds for financing the collection of adequate
basic data is always difficult because:
(1)

Requirements are of a continuing and endless nature.

(2)

Data compilations possess litle appeal as compared to completed
major structures - dams, highways, etc.

(3)

During national emergencies there is a tendency to reduce data
collection programmes as non-essential.

(4)

Basic data cannot be bUdgeted as part of the cost of popular
projects because of the time sequence of events.

(5)

The economic value of adequate basic data in the design of water
resources projects is frequently not understood by those responsible for passing on appropriations.

Undoubtedly, this list of "excuses" could be expanded considerably,
but it is believed that all the more important factors are included. While it
is not proposed to discuss in this paper the means of obtaining adequate financial support for basic data, it is obvious that much remains to be done
in "selling the need" for the product. The wide-spread distribution of suitably prepared case studies - showing the economic hazard of over- and underdesign should go far in overcoming the major deficiencies.
Even though phenomenal progress is made in the expansion of networks
over the world, each proposed expansion will continue to be viewed in the light
of the overall economy of the country under current circumstances. Accordingly, there is little hope that any but the most highly developed countries
will soon posse% basic data facilities approaching those justified on a costto-benefit basis.
It becomes apparent, then, that studies directed toward determining
either cost-to-benefit ratio or error vs network density are somewhatacademic. It is not a matter of choice that we must forego the "rational design
of the best networks" to consider the immediate problem of "how to obtain the
greatest return from the inadequate funds available".
Realizing that the designer of future water resources projects will
also be plagued by a relative shortage of basic data, we can, nevertheless,
be instrumental in improving project efficiency of the future through sound
network planning. Data required in project design which have not been observed
must be estimated from available records. Various techniques are used to derive the estimated values and efficient network planning requires consideration
of such intended uses. A comprehensive review of the many techniques is well
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beyond the scope of this paper, but a brief description of those considered
particularly valuable and representative is in order.
5.

TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATING HYDROLOGICAL DATA

Some of the more common descriptive terms frequently applied to techniques of estimation are: areal interpolation, storm transposition, generalized relationships, extrapolation of record, envelopment, and maximizafion. It is not feasible, however, to classify the many approaches in this
manner since they usually involve combinations.
For example, let us assume that the normal monthly, seasonal, or
annual rainfall is required for a small basin void of rainfall records. Direct
interpolation can be made on the basis of records for surrounding points, without regard for the effects of physiographic variations. Values so interpol~ed
are usually quite reliable within a region of flat terrain, but gross errors
are to be expected in mountainous areas. If, on the other hand, the available
precipitation data are plotted on a topographic map and the physiographic
features are considered in the interpolation process, results can usually be
improved materially. In fact, it has been shown that mean annual or seasonal
precipitation is highly correlated with physiographic parameters in some
mountainous regions (7, 14, 20), and that derived relationships provide the
basis of improved normal maps.
As another illustration, assume that a flood control dam being designed
is to be located immediately upstream from a major city - that failure of the
dam would result in catastrophic loss of life. It is agreed that the spillway should be designed to pass the maximum flows which can be expected to occur
and, consequently, the design engineer is interested in the upper limit of
storm precipitation (1). Although reasonably long rafunfall records from an
adequate network are available, it is unlikely that storms of record have
approached the maximum probable, or possible (4, 8\ and it becomes necessary
to transpose (31) and/or maximize (30). If the area of interest is judged to
have received a storm approaching the upper limit, then that storm can be
maximized in terms of its moisture charge, wind, etc. (28, 29). If analysis
shows that a greater storm hasoccuTTedin the surrounding area, then that
storm can be maximized and transposed to the area of interest. Direct transposition assumes that the area of the storm's occurrence and the area of interest are meteorologically similar in all respects. If the two are judged to
differ, then adjustments must be made accordingly.
As a third example, suppose we wish to design a project to withstand
a flood of 50-year average return period at a point with only five years of
discharge record. It is; of course, obvious that the 50-year flood cannot be
reliably determined by frequency analysis with five years of record. If there
are long-record precipitation stations in the area, the series of annual floods
can be extrapolated (11, 15) using a rainfall-runoff relation (12) and unit
hydrograph. If there were a long-record discharge station in the vicinity, it
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might be assumed that the ratio of the 50-year flood to the mean of the annual
floods at this station Were equivalent to the corresponding ratio for the project site. Applying this ratio to the mean of the five annual floods at the
project gauge would provide an estimate of the design flood. With a number
of long discharge records over a hydrologically homogeneous area, one can develop a regional frequency curve in terms of such ratios (5, 27). When used
in conjunction with a relation between mean-annual flood, drainage area and
other pertinent factors (22), the regional frequency curve can provide design
estimates for points void of any streamflow record. The judicious use (in
combination) of all techniques cited, undoubtedly constitutes the best approach to the overall design-flood problem. Extrapolation of discharge records can, for example, provide reliable data for regional analysis.
As a final illustration, assume that we are interested in the average
annual evaporation to be expected from each of a large number of stock ponds
to be constructed over an extended region of varying climatic characteristics,
and that the network of pan evaporation stations is extremely sparse. It has
been shown (13) that both pan and reservoir evaporation can be reliably estimated from observations of air temperature, dewpoint, wind movement, and
either solar radiation, cloudiness or percent sunshine. With adequate maps
of these pertinent climatological factors, it is feasible to develop maps
of computed pan and lake evaporation. The computed pan data would, of course,
be compared with the few observed values for any indicated adjustments.
The techniques used to estimate, or "manufacture", hydrological data
are numerous and varied. A complete summary wi thextensive bibliography is
urgently needed. Nevertheless, those techniques cited above are sufficient
to illustrate the types of approaches advocated. In summary, it can be said
that because of deficiencies in basic data, the ·designer is frequently required
to extrapolate a record and there will always be cases when he must estimate
design values without benefit of "on site" observations. Extrapolation requires either (i) long-term observations of the desired element for one or
more nearby (highly correlated) sites, or (ii) long-term observations of related factors and a procedure for computing the element under study. Having
no "on site" observations, the adjustment of data for the nearby stations
may require recourse to a physiographic relationship, such as that described
in the first illustration above.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Since relationships involving physio~raphic factors will continue to be used in the futur~ h~rologiGal networks should provide adequate
samples of the pertinent factors, individually and jointly.
2. Since correlations of elements prominent in the hydrological cycle
will continue to be used in the extrapolation and interpolation of data, networks must provide comparable observations of the respective elements foranalys~.
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In other words, selected sub-basins should be adequately instrumented for
all the more important related elements (precipitation, streamflow, etc,).
This approach will naturally lead to a better understanding of the hydrological cycle, particularly with respect to the time and areal variations of
its respective phases.
3. The interpretation of short-period records of one hydrological
element is far more reliable if concurrent observations of other rel?ted
factors are also available. Thus, with concurrent rainfall and runoff data,
it is possible to distinguish meteorological from physiographic differences
in comparing the short streamflow record with that observed at an adjacent
station long in existence.

4. If reliable unit hydrograph and rainfall-runoff relations are to
be derived for secondary, short-record streamflow stations, concurrent precipi tation data must be available.
5. The concept discussed by Langbein (16) of a "flexible group of
temporary or secondary stations, supported by a firm network of base stations" is applicable not only to streamflow observations, but to precipitation,
evaporation, etc., as well.
6. Basic data requirements for operational purposes can generally be
satisfied on a more or less current bas~s. While dense networks may be better
justified for operation than for project design, extensive periods of rocord
are not usually important.
7. Determining the cause of apparent time-trends in hydrological
data is frequently of paramount importance in project design. This need can
be met only by maintaining bench-mark stations (24), free of past and future
development and environmental change, for each pertinent hydrological and
meteorological element.
8. The relative need for information cannot be ignored in planning
networks for large, div,"rsified areas.
9. Although thorough analysis of meteorological, physiographic and
similar factors may assist in the s,"lection of station sites, field surveys
always disclose a host of practical considerations. On-site facilities and
ease of access become prime factors in the final stagesof planning. The
installation and operation of fully automatic equipment at relatively inaccessible locations is extremely expensive. Most types of stations must
be located where local residents can serve as observers if at all possible.
7.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The impracticability of deriving a universally standardized procedure
for the design of hydrological networks is evident from the preceding discussion.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

On the one hand, we must attempt to provine data for pur~oses not yet
apparent. Similarly, required density of observations and record length
depend on the areal and time variability of the phenomena, respectively variability which can be determined only after adequate sampling. Nevertheless, there are certain recommendations of a more-or-less general nature which
should be followed in conducting a basic data programme.
1. Establish a limited number of bench-mark basins - at least one in
each primary-hydrological region - to provide an unending series of comparable
data. The "point" station(s) should be located at a representative site(s)
within the corresponding basin delineated through selection of the river station. The observational programme should, if feasible, include the following~
River observations

Point observations

discharge

precipitation

evaporation

sediment

snow cover

soil moisture

water quality

air temperature

soil temperature

water temperature

humidity

frost penetration

iGe~thickness

wind

ground-water 1ewls

radiation
Numerous factors must be jointlY considered in the selection of bench_r"~~k
basins and stations, but it is most important that the data be uninfluenced
by past or future developments. The value of bench-mark data is largely dependent, also, upon the length of record and much is to be gained in the
selection of stations long in existence, provided they meet other requirements.
2. Networks of base stations, also permanent in character, should be
interspersed between the selected bench-mark areas. Since base stations
should exist in greater numbers, however, they must be selected in a less
critical manner and fewer types of observations are permissible. There should
be several climatological (precipitation and temperature at least) stations
for each river base-station. Physiographic characteristics should be sampled
to the greatest practicable extent consistent with maintaining reasonably
constant network density.
3. To provide adequate physiographic sampling, secondary-stations
should be operated for limited periods (say five to ten years). Each such
station should be discontinued in favour of a new site as soon as sufficient
data are collected to provide reliable correlation with factorS observed at
bench-mark and base stations. In the case of streamflow observations, secondmy
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stations should not be discontinued until the stage-discharge relation has
been determined through a considerable range in flow. The requirements of
likely projects should be given priority in scheduling operation of the secondary stations. Every attempt should be made to co··ordinate the "secondary"
programme for various types of data -streamflow, precipitation, etc. - to proconcurrent observations.
4. Although the relative number of base and secondary stations fOl
optimum results can be estimated in the manner outlined by Langbein (16),
numerous assumptions must be made, e.g., that the amount of funds available
and unit costs are known well into the future, and that we are attempting to
achieve a maximum of knowledge at a fixed time in the future. If we visualize
that appropriations for basic data are extremely limited initially and are
expected to increase over the years, then virtually all funds should be spent
on permanent-type stations in the early years. As funds increase, an increasing portion would be allotted to secondary stations. If the science of
hydrology advances materially, we may find that much of the data being observed
on a continuing basis can be derived or estimated with the required degree
of accuracy. Although this prospect might lead to anticipation of eventual
justified curtailment in basic data programme, it is extremely likely that
increased needs will offset any technical advances. Generally speaking,
op@rational requirements in an area with full water resources development are
far in excess of the pre-development basic data programme.
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TECHNIQUES POUR L'ETUDE DES RESSOURCES HYDRAULIQUES DE SURFACE
Resume
--Cette Note est consacree aux techniques permettant d 1 evaluer les ressources hydrauliques de surface. Elle examine plus particulierement les methodes pouvant ~tre utilisees en l'absence de donnees hydrologiques suffisantes et etudie certaines techniques simples employees pour observer les phenomenes hydrologiques.
Llauteur montre que pour evaluer les ressources hydrauliques de surface
d 1 une region, il faut tout d1abord etudier la distribution spatiale des eaux
disponibles dans cette region, ainsi que leurs fluctuations dans le temps, en
tenant compte surtout de phenomenes importants tels que les crues et les secheresses. Grtce a des renseignements de base sur les elements principaux du
bilan hydrique (precipitations, evapotranspiration et ecoulement), on peut
elaborer des plans pour la mise en valeur et la regularisation des res sources
hydrauliques disponibles.
La section 3 traite de la mesure des precipitations et decrit brievement les divers instruments existants. Elle mentionne notamment llemploi de
pluviometres enregistreurs qui permettent de mesurer l'intensite et la duree
des precipitations. L1auteur examine egalement llimportance de la rosee dans
des regions a faible pluviosite, ainsi que differentes methodes utilisees pour
mesurer cet element. Outre 1 1 enregistrement proprement dit des chutes de neige
qui fait partie des releves de precipitations, la Note propose certaines methodes pour mesurer l'epaisseur, la densite et l'eqUivalent en eau de la couche de neige. Llauteur souligne la necessite de ramener soigneusement les donnees a une periode-type et de les ajuster compte tenu des changements intervenus dnns llexposition ou les instruments, et recommande la methode dite des
"double-mass curves". En llabsence de releves adequats, on peut evaluer les
precipitations annuelles (ou saisonnieres) normales dlapres des parametres topographiques, des indices de vegetation ou dtapres le bilan hydrique si lIon
conna1t l' ecoulement et 1 1 evapotranspiration. Pour la planification, i l est
indispensable de disposer de renseignements sur la variabilite des precipitations. On peut obtenir ces renseignements par une analyse des frequences si
lIon dispose de releves portant sur une longue periode; si l'on ne possede pas
de tels releves, on peut avoir recours a la climatologie dynamique ou utiliser
des donnees historiques pour les estimations. Des mesures speciales effectuees
sur le terrain peuvent egalement donner des renseignements utiles.
Le second facteur du bilan hydrique - l'evapotranspiration - est difficile a evaluer, etant donne que l'on n'a pas encore mis au point un dispositif
de mesure reellement simple et representatif. Llauteur examine la notion d'ev~
potranspiration et decrit divers types d1evaporometres et de lysimetres, ainsi
que des mesures effectuees sur des parcelles-temoins intactes. 11 mentionne
egalement des formules empiriques, comme celles utilisees par Blaney-Criddle
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et Thornthwaite, et des formules rationnelles du type Dalton. La methode du
bilan energetique a donne de meilleurs resultats, mais cette methode et la
me sure directe de llevapotranspiration d1apres le flux de vapeur d'eau emanant de la surface soulevent de tres grandes difficultes du point de vue des
instruments. Pour Ie calcul de llevapotranspiration potentielle, la methode
la plus pratique semble ~tre celIe de Penman ou la methode mise au point par
Thornthwaite et modifiee par Kohler. Llevapotranspiration reelle est calculee d1apres llevapotranspiration potentielle.
En ce qui concerne la phase de l'ecoulement dans Ie cycle hydrologique, l'auteur indique les applications et les limites des differentes methodes et des instruments utilises pour determiner l'ecoulement de cours d'eau
de diverses dimensions. II signale que lorsque les donnees concernant l'ecoulement sont incompletes, on peut evaluer l'ecoulement annuel des annees qui
precedent Ie releve en etablissant une correlation entre les precipitations
annuelles et l'ecoulement annuel.
La Note technique donne ensuite une breve description de l'observation
des hauteurs d'eau d'un lac.
Bien qu'il s'agisse d'un element exterieur au bilan hydrique, il est
tres important de disposer de renseignements sur les debits solides pour toute
etude des res sources hydrauliques de surface et la Note indique des methodes
permettant de calculer le debit solide annuel et la sedimentation des reservoirs. Elle mentionne egalement la necessite de rassembler des donnees sur la
qualite de l'eau.
La section suivante de 1a Note technique est consacree a la planification des reseaux hydrologiques, L'auteur fait remarquer qu'il n'y a pas de
regIe fixe pour definir la densite souhaitable d'un reseau hydrologique et indique les facteurs et les principes dont il faudrait tenir compte en elaborant
les plans d'un reseau.
Dans la derniere partie de la Note technique, on trouvera un expose des
methodes permettant de rassembler la documentation requise pour une etude sur
les ressources hydrauliques. Cette partie indique les questions qui i l convient
de traiter dans un rapport consacre a une telle etude et donne Ie plan-type
d'un rapport de ce genre.
La Note comprend egalement une importante bibliographie.
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TI3~o~eHMe

M3MepeHWH MoryT TaWXe ~aTh HeKOTOpyro wH0opMa~wro.
Apyrom ~aKTOp rw~po~OrW~eCKOrO 6a~aHCa, WCrrapeHWe C BO~
paCTJiITe~hHoI:1 rrOBepXHOCTI!I, O'IeHh TPY~HO rro~~aeTCH BhI~MCJIe
HWIDiI, T. K. ,2J;0 CIJlX rrop eIl1e He 6hIJIO CKOHCTpyHpoBaHO rrpOCToro 11 perrpe3aHTaTWBHoro W3MepWTeJIhHOrO rrpw60pa.
ABTOp paCCMaTpWBaeT
KOH~err~IOO wcrrapeHMH II ~aeT orrllcaHMe HeCKO~hKMM wcnapWTe~m~ w
~WCWMeTpaM;
O~HOBpeMeHHO C 3TlIlM np!!IBO,2J;HTCfl pe3YJIbTaThI H3MepeHl1ll, npOW3B e~ eHHhlX Ha 3 aIl1llIl1eHHhIX rrOJIeBhIX yqac TKax.
B 3 ffi,reTKe
,l\eJIaeTCH CChlJIKa KaK Ha 3MilItlpWlecKyIo (JOpMyJIy B TOM BI1~e, B KaKOM
OHa JiICnOJIb30BaJIaOb BJIaHell-B:pIl!M~eM 1'1 TopHTyamToM, TaK 1Il Ed. pa~1Il0HaJIbHyro 00pMyJIy ~aJIbTOHa;
B CBH311l C llCrrOJIb30BaHweM 3HepreTWqeCI{OrO 6aJIaHCa 6hIJII1 nOJIyqeHhI ,2J;OBOJIhHO xopoume pe3yJIbTaThI,
O~HaKO o6a MeTO,2J;a, KaK 3TOT, TaR W MeTO~ rrp0Il!3BO~CTBa HerrOCpe,2J;CTBeHHhIX W3MepeHWll wcrrapeHWH C BO~Horo W paCTWTeJIbHOrO rrOKpOBa,
C BR3 aHhI C O'-leHh 60JIlOIllI!IMH HHC TpYMeHT aJIlOHhIMW TPY,2J;HOC TflMH •
BhI'IliJCJIeHI!IH rrOTeH~lIlaJIbHOrO wcrrapeHlIlR ITO MeTO~aM ITeHMaHca 1Il B:oJIJIepa"
K~XYTCH Ha1ll60JIee rrO~XO~~MlIl ,2J;JIR HayqHhcr ~eJIell.
~emCTBWTeJIlO
Hoe Ylcrrapem'le BbI'IYlCJIHeTCH l'l3 rrOTeH~WaJIlOHhIX 3HaqeHll[ll rro MeT O,2J;y ,
pa3pa60TaHHOMY TopHTyallToM l'l ycoBepIlleHCTBOBaHHoMy KO~JIepOM.

Hom M

PaCCMaTpl'lBaR CTOKOByro 0a3Y B rI!I,2J;pOJIOrWqeCKOM ~HKJIe,aBTOp
paCCKa3hrnaeT 0 rrpaRTH'IeCKOM npWMeHeHl'lW II! 06 OrpaHl'lqeHHhIX B03MO~
HOCTRX pa3Hbcr MeTO~OB II rrpw6opoB, WCrrOJIlO3yeMhcr ,2J;JIH orrpe~eJIeHllH
nOTOROB pa3JIlI~Hbcr pa3MepOB.
OH OTMeqaeT TaIOIce, ~TO B Tex CJIyqaHX, KOr,2J;a ,2J;aHHhIe rrOTOKa HerrOJIHhle, BhJ~llCJIeHlle rO~OBoro CTOKa
3a rrepllO~, rrpe~eCTByro~'lll HaqaJIY rrpOH3BO~CTBa Ha6mo~eHHll, Mo~eT
6bITlO C,2J;eJIaHO rryTeM YCTaHOBJIeHllH C OOTHOIlleHJiIH Me)~y ~aHHbIMI!I ro,1J;OBhIX OC~KOB l'l rO,2J;OBoro CTOKa.
HapH,1J;y C 3TWM B CTaTlOe ,1J;aeTCH KpaTKoe orrwcaHHe MeTO~llKll
Ha6mo~eHHll H~ ypoBHeM 03ep.

HeclvIOTpH Ha TO, qTO Borrpoc 0 ~aHHbJX rrepeHoca TBep~hIX OTJIOJIC8HHI:1 BhJXO~I!IT 3a paMWi! rH,l\pOJIOrHqeCKOrO 6 aJIaHC a, OH l'IrpaeT
BaJICHyro POJIlO B JIID60M l'l3y~eHllll pecypCOB rroB8pxHocTHbcr BO~, B CBH3l'l C qeM B 3aMeTKe rrpl'IBO,l\flTCH MeTO~bI BhI~I!ICJIeHWH KaK rO~OBoro rrepeHoca TBep~IX oT~o~eHwll, TaK W OTJIO~eHl'lll B BO~OXpaHllJI!!IIl1ax.
He06XO,lJ;l!lMOCTlO c60pa ,lJ;aHHbcr 0 KaqeCTBe BO~I Tawxe nO~qepKI1BaeTCH

aBTopoM.

B KOH~e 3aMeTKI1 rrOMeIl1eH pa3~eJI, rrOCBHIl1eHHhrn HCKmOql'lTe~lOHO
Borrpocy rrJIaHWpOBaHllR rl'l~po~orl1qeCI{Oll CeTl'l.
ABTOp no~~epKWBaeT
TOT 0aKT, ~TO HeT onpe~eJIeHHOrO rrpaBllJIa OTHOCHTeJIlOHO rycToThI
rH~pOJIOrr!I~eCKOll ceTll III rrpllBO~I1T ()aKTopbI !'l rrp!'IH~!tIITbI, KOTophIe HeOOXO~EMO yqWThrnaTlO rrpl1 opraHH3a~I1M C6TI1.
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TECNICAS PARA EL ESTUDIO DE LOS RECURSOS HIDRAULICOS DE SUPERFICIE
Resum~

En esta Nota Tecnica se examinan las tecnicas que pueden resultar 6tiles para ef estudio de los recursos hidr~ulicos de superficie. Se presta especial atenci6n a los metodos que conviene utilizar cuando Se carece de datos
hidro16gicos adecuados, y a tecnicas sencillas para la observaci6n de los fen6menos hidro16gicos.
Senala el autor que para estudiar los recursos hidr~ulicos de superficie de una regi6n, 10 primero que hay que hacer es investigar las ~reas de
distribuci6n del agua existentes en ella y sus variaciones en el transcurso
del tiempo, teniendo especialmente en cuenta los fen6menos principales, como
las inundaciones y las sequfas. Se pueden trazar planes para el aprovechamiento y la regulaci6n de los recursos hidr~ulicos disponibles en cuanto Se dispone de la informaci6n b~sica sobre los elementos principales del balance hidro16gico, 0 sea sobre precipitaciones, evapotranspiraci6n y caudal de las
corrientes.

En la secci6n 3 se trata de la medici6n de las precipitaciones y ~e
hace una descripci6n sucinta de los instrumentos existentes. Se alude al empI eo de registradores que permiten medir la intensidad y la duraci6n de las
precipitaciones. Tambien se examina la importancia que tiene el rocfo en las
zonas de precipitaciones escasas, asf como los metodos para medirlo. Se sugieren metodos para medir el espesor de la capa de nieve, su densidad y equivalencia en agua, adem~s del registro de las nevadas como parte de los datos
relativos a las precipitaciones. Se encarece la necesidad de ajustar cuidadosamente los datos sobre precipitaciones a un periodo uniforme que sirva de
base, teniendo en cuenta los cambios de emplazamiento 0 de instrumentos y se
=ecomienda el metodo de curvas de "double mass". Si se carece de datos suficientes, se puede calcular la precipitaci6n anual (0 estacional) normal a base
de los par~metros topogr~ficos, los Indices de vegetaci6n, 0 el balance hidro16gico cuando se dispone de informaci6n sobre el caudal de las corrientes y
sobre la evapotranspiraci6n. Para trazar planes es indispensable la informaci6n sobre las variaciones de las precipitaciones, que se puede obtener haciendo
an~lisis de frecuencia con los datos relativos a periodos largos 0, si se carece de ellos, haciendo c~lculos por medio de la climatologIa din~mica 0 por
medio de una utilizaci6n cuidadosa de datos hist6ricos. Tambien se puede obtener alguna informaci6n por medio de mediciones especiales sobre el terreno.
Resulta difIcil evaluar el segundo factor del balance hidro16gico, 0
sea 18 evapotranspiraci6n, ya que no existe ning6n aparato de medici6n que
sea verdaderamente sencillo y representativo. Estudia el autor el concepto
de evapotranspiraci6n y describe diversos evaporImetros y lisImetros, asf
como las mediciones hechas en parcelas no roturadas. Se alude tambien a las
f6rmulas empfricas que utilizan Blaney-Criddle y Thornthwaite y a las f6rmulas
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racionales del tipo de Dalton, Son mejores los resultados que se obtienen
por el metodo del balance de energ!a, pero este metodo, 10 mismo que el de
la medici6n directa de la evapotranspiraci6n por medio del flujo de vapor de
agua de la superficie, tiene el inconveniente de plant ear grandes dificultades en 10 que a los instrumentos se refiere. Para llevar a cabo un estudio es m~s f~cil realizar el c6mputo de la evapotranspiraci6n potencial por
el metodo de Penman 0 por el modificado por Kohler. Se hace el c6mputo de
la evapotranspiraci6n real a base de los valores potenciales por el metodo
de contabilizaci6n ideado por Thornthwaite y modificado por Kohler.
Al tratar del caudal de las corrientes, como fase del cicIo hidro16gico, el autor indica cu~les son las posibilidades y las limitaciones de los
diversos metodos e instrumentos para determinar el caudal de corrientes de
distintos tamalios. Seliala que cuando los datos sotre el caudal de las corrientes son incompletos, se puede hacer un c~lculo de la escurrent!a de los alios
anteriores determinando la correlaci6n entre la precipitaci6n y la eScurrent!a anuales.
Se hace una breve descripci6n de la observaci6n de los niveles de los
lagos.
Aunque no forma parte del equilibrio hidro16gico, la informacion sobre
el transporte de sedimentos es de gran importancia en todo estudio de los recursos hidr§ulicos de superficie y se indican los metodos para hacer el computo del transporte anual de sedimentos y de los dep6sitos sedimentarios.
Tambien se menciona la necesidad de recoger datos sobre la calidad del agua.
Contiene la Nota a continuaci6n una secci6n relativa a la planificaci6n de redes hidrologicas. El autor seliala que no existe una norma fija
sobre la densidad que debe tener una red hidro16gica y describe los factores
y los principios que se deben tener en cuenta al disefiar una red.
La Nota Tecnica termina con unas secciones en las que se indican los
procedimientos de recogida de la informacion necesaria para realizar un eStudio de los recursos hidr~ulicos y da un modelo para la preparaci6n de informes de este genero.

Tambien se da una amplia informaci6n bibliogr§fica.

TEc~mIQUES

1.

FOR SURVEYING SURFACE-WATER RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

A survey of the surface-water resources of a region is intended to
provide an estimate of the region's usable water supply and its distribution
in time and space. A water-resource survey is presumably a prelude to engineering studies of methods for development of these resources for beneficial use. The survey should, therefore, be directed toward the procurement
of the basic information which is needed for these engineering studies. In
particular, the survey should define as carefully as possible, the areal distribution of the available water within the region so that preliminary decision as to the most suitable areas for water-development projects is possible.
Further, the survey should provide information on the time variation of the
water supply, especially the magnitude, duration and frequency of drought,
so that the engineering studies can evaluate the scope of the required development programme. Usable water must meet certain standards of quality depending upon the use to which it is to be put, and hence, the survey must
indicate something of the water quality in the region. Because water may be
destructive as well as beneficial, the development of water resources may be
concerned with the amelioration of these destructive effects - floods and
soil erosion - and a comprehensive water-resource survey should include some
information on the magnitude and frequency of floods and of erosion-producing
rainfalls. Finally, since there may be a lapse of time between the water-resource survey and the development studies, the survey may well include recommendations for improved networks of data collecting stations to ensure,
insofar as possible, the availability of data required for the development
studies.
This paper is a review of techniques which may be useful in surveys
of surface-water resources. Special attention is given to methods which are
adapted for use in the absence of adequate hydrological data and to simple
techniques of observing hydrological phenomena which may provide useful data
with least cost in time and money. A comprehensive paper on water-resource
survey methods would become a complete textbook on hydrology, for almost all
known procedures may be useful at some place and time. This paper is, therefore, far from comprehensive with respect to details and a liberal bibliography is appended for further reference. It is likewise impossible to make
the bibliography all-inclusive and special attention is directed to the International Bibliography of Hydrology (67) and to the references given in
the papers listed in the bibliography of this document.
While this paper is limited to a discussion of surface-water resources,
t must be noted that a survey of water resources may well be incomplete unless the ground-water resources of the region are also surveyed. In
some
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THE HYDROLOGICAL BALANCE

desert regions virtually all of the usable water is found beneath the ground
surface. Even in humid regions, the ground-water often provides a ready source
of pollution-free water. The dry-weather flow of streams is derived wholly
from ground-water. Conversely, however, virtually the sole source of replenishment of ground-water supplies is from the surface by the infiltration of
precipitation and percolation from surface streams and lakes. Thus a survey
of ground-water resources is dependent on a survey of surface-water resources.
Although it is quite possible to locate ground-water reservoirs and to estimate the quantity of water they contain, the survey of surface-water resources
is essential to the estimate of the rate of replenishment of these reservoirs.
It is the rate of replenishment which is the primary control on the rate at
which ground-water can be withdrawn for use.
2.

THE HYDROLOGICAL BALANCE

The most direct measure of the surface-water resources of a region
are records of the flow of streams. Even in well-developed countries such
records are ofte~ inadequate, either in respect to le~gth of time covered
or areal distributio~ withi~ the cou~tTY, to provide a complete picture of
water resources. In addition, the flow of surface streams is subject to modification in time or amount by land-management practices and reservoir construction, and the record of observed streamflow is ofte~ not a true picture
of the water supply of the region. Consequently, it will usually be found
necessary to consider all phases of the hydrologica: balance in order to
achieve a satisfactory evaluation of the water resources of under-developed
countries.
The gross water resource of a region is the precipitation which falls
upon it. Subject to the rossibility that this quantity may be slightly altered by artificial means (1) and the possibility that small amounts of groundwater may be transported across the surface divide, the precipitation represents the total water supply available to the region. Note that in this discus·sion and the material which follows, the term "region" is taken to represe~t one or more drainage basins bounded by natural surface divides which
prevent any natural transfer of surface water into the region. The ~'ater
resource survey must be made on the basis of natural physiographic regions.
Political boundaries can be considered only as limitations on the utility of
the water. It may sometimes be possible to augment the water supply of one
river basin by artificial transfers of water across the divide. The physical
and economic feasibility of such inter-basin transfers must be determined by
an enginoering study combined, where necessary, with a consideration of legal
limitations. However, where such transfers seem possible, the water-resource
survey should also cover the possible Source areas of such transfers in order
that data will be available for further planning.
A portion of the precipitation which falls on a drainage basin is returned to the atmosphere by the process of evapotranspiration - the combined
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effect of evaporation from water surfaces, snow cover, and the soil and the
transpiration of soil water by plants. still another portion of the precipitated water may percolate to the ground-water of the basin. Some, or all, of
this percolated water may ultimately reach the streams as effluent seepage or
may be returned to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration. Still another portion of the precipitation may be retained in the basin for a time as surface
storage in the soil or in lakes or reservoirs. The general equation of the
hydroloqical balance may, therefore, be written as :
P - E - 4. G - AS

=Q

(1 )

where P is precipitation, E is evapotranspiration, L\G is the change in
ground-water storage, liS is the change in surface storage, Q is the surface
streamflow leaving the basin. Ground-water transfers into or out of the basin
and artificial transfers of surface water have been ignored, and where such
transfers exist, appropriate terms must be added to the equation. Over long
periodS of time (a year or more) LiG and I",S may be very small or zero and
the equation may be reduced to ;
P -

E = Q

(la)

Equations (1) and (la) are extremely useful in water-resource evaluation. As written above, they suggest a means of determining the surface streamflow in the absence of observed data. The equations may, however, be transformed to compute anyone of the terms depending upon the information which
is available. In the event that more than one of the terms in the hydrological
balance must be estimated by indirect means, the equations offer a check on
these estimates, to the extent that they must satisfy the equation. It must
be emphasized, however, that balance equations of this ~ype may appear to be
satisfied even though the estimates of the individual terms are in error, if
the errors of the separate estimates compensate. Thus, the mere fact that a
set of estimated values leads to a satisfactory solution of Eq. (1) or (la)
is not a positive guarantee of the accuracy of the estimates. It is therefore essential that estimates of any of the terms of the hydrological balance
be made by the best possible method, be checked independently by an alternate
method if possible, and be supported by some observed data, however scanty.
3.

PRECIPITATION

3.1

Measurement

Precipitation is measured as the vertical depth in inches or millimetres to which the water would accumulate on a level surface if no portion
of it is evaporated or runs off, and if frozen precipitation is melted. From
the viewpoint of the water-resource survey, the most important measurements
of precipitation are the daily measurements with non-recording gauges (Ref.2,
Sec. 7.2). The essential requirements of precipitation gauges and
their
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exposure are discussed in Ref, 2, Numerous patterns of rain gauges are available commercially or may be readily fabricated in most countries. For measurement of rainfall there is little real difference in the various patterns. However, the measurement of snowfall required special precautions (Ref. 2, Sec.
7,4.1). In remote areas where regular attendance is not available large-capacity storage gauges may be used to collect precipitation for periods as long
as a year, A thin oil film on the surface of the water (4) in the gauge will
prevent evaporation of the contents and an initial charge of calcium chloride
brine (or similar chemical) will prevent freezing of the contents in cold
weather. The capacity of storage gauges should be between two and three times
the normal precipitation for the period to be measured •
•

Information on the duration and intensity of rainfall is obtained with
recording gauges (Ref. 2, Sec. 7,3). Recording gauges are much more complex
than the non-recording type and more difficult to fabricate locally but several patterns are available from commercial sources. There are two general
types, one recording the accumulated rainfall from the beginning of the record period and the other recording the rainfall intensity at any instant.
Intensity-duration data is primarily of value in th~ study of flood and erosion problems and it is usually possible to obtain sufficient information
for field purposes from a record of accumulated rainfall. The intensity recorder is of primary value in special research studies of urban drainage,
erosion etc. There are three main sub-types of accumulated precipitation
recorders - tipping bucket, siphon, and weighing. The tipping-bucket type
requires an electrical recorder and is most commonly used in first-order
stations. The siphon and weighing types are more suited to field installation. The weighing type will record snowfall as well as rainfall.
Certain types of radar equipment will detect precipitation (84) and
studies are under way to determine methods of utilizing radar for measuring
rainfall. At the present time, radar is useful for indicating the areal extent of a storm and its movement but has not yet been adapted to quantitative measurement on a routine basis.
Further general information on precipitation measurement is contained
in Ref, 5, Chap. X; Ref. 6, Chap. V; Ref. 7, Chap. 6.
3.2

Dew

In regions where normal rainfall is quite low, dew may have a particular significance as a component of the water resources. Using "aerial wells"
(stone cairns) the ancients apparently succeeded in obtaining significant
quantities of domestic water from dew (78). Dew remaining on vegetation in
the morning delays the rise of temperature and ~educes evapocranspiration.
There is evidence that some plants can absorb dew through their leaves.
Measurement of dew is discussed in Ref. 2, Sec. 7.5; Ref. 7, Sec. 6.5
and Ref. 6, Chap. V, No thoroughly satisfactory dew recorder (drosometer)
has been devised for survey use but with care the Duvdevani type (8) instrument should provide a useful iDdication of the importance of dewfall in the
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water balance. In this method the dew formation on specially prepared wooden
blocks is compared with a series of standard photographs to give an estimate
of dewfall in the range between 0.01 and 0.45 mm. Theoretically, dewfall could
be estimated by measuring the vapor flux, i.e. determining condensation instead of evaporation (see paragraph 4,6). A weighing lysimeter (paragraph 4.2)
with sufficiently precise scales or a special surface constructed as nearly
as possible as an integral part of the natural soil surface and equipped with
a continuous weight recorder offers the best prospect of accurate dew measurement at this time. Care must be taken that the device does not alter the
thermal structure of the soil or of the air above it.
The estimated dewfall should not be added to the precipitation
should be recorded as a separate item of the water halance.

but

3.3

Snow pack
In addition to the measurement of snowfall as a form of precipitation,
the depth, density, and water equivalent of the snow accumulated on the ground
may be measured (Ref. 2, Sec. 7.4; Ref. 3, Chap. 7; Ref, 9, Sec, 3-13). The
depth of snow may be measured quite easily but is of relatively little value
for hydrological purposes because of the varying density (specific graVity)
of the snow. Density is defined as the ratio of the equivalent depth of liquid water (water eguivalent) to the actual depth of snow. Density of snow
has been observed to vary from a low of 0.004 to nearly 0.91 (glacial ice).
The water equivalent is usually measured by taking a core of snow with a hollow sampling tube and determining the water equivalent by melting or weighing
this core. Because of the variability of snow cover as a result of drifting,
differential melting, etc, it is necessary to take a number of samples along
a predetermined line (snow course) and average these values to get a reasonable station value.
Snow surveying is a complementary observation to the measurement of
snowfall. The measured snowfall and measured water equivalent may not be
added together. In regions where almost all of the precipitation is in the
form of snow and the snow accumulates throughout the precipitation season
with little loss by melting, the measured water equivalent at the time of
maximum accumulation is an approximate indication of the total seasonal precipitation (10). Snow survey data may thus provide an estimate of seasonal
or annual precipitation at points where normal observations are not available.
In regions where snow does not accumulate for a whole season, snow survey
data are of little use in evaluating water resources, However, regular observations of accumulated snow on the ground are still useful in connexion
with river forecasting and flood studies and should be included in a proposal
for expanded data collection.
3.4

Adjustment of precipitation data

The movement of a precipitation station over a very short distance
may result in a considerable change in the relative amount of precipitation
recorded at the station, especially in mountainous terrain. Similarly,
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changes in local exposure, methods of observation, or measuring equipment
may caUSe changes in the observed precipitation. It· is important to check
for such changes and to adjust the record, if necessary, to the true normal
for the present conditions at the station. This is best done by the method
of double-mass curves (Ref. 3, Chap.
Ref. 9, Sec. 3-7). The double-masscurve method may also be used to estimate the normal precipitation for a
standard base period at stations with records shorter than this base period.
If the record period is shorter than five years, however, the normal may as
well be estimated by the equation

6,

(2)

where N is the normal precipitation, P is the observed short period precipitation, the subscript x refers to the station with the unknown normal, and
subscript r refers to the station with the known normal. In applying Eq.(2)
the stations should be as close together as possible and in a meteorologically homogeneous region. If possible, estimates should be made using several
long-record stations as guides. It must be emphasized that estimates from
Eq. (2) may have substantial errors since the equation merely assmoes that
precipitation at any two stations is proportional to the normal precipitation. If the values of P are based on three or more years this assumption
may be reasonable, but it can be quite in error for shorter periods. If the
previous location of a particular raingauge is known, the normal precipitation at this location can be estimated from the slope of the respective portion of the double-mass curve.
3.5

Estimates of precipitation in the absence of record

Over large portions of the earth's surface precipitation gauge networks are not adequate to completely define the map of normal annual precipitation and in the underdeveloped countries this is likely to be especially
true. It is necessary, therefore, to estimate normal annual (or seasonal)
precipitation at points where there are no observed data.
3.5.1

Er2m_t2P29!a£hic_p~r~m~t~r~

Precipitation results from the cooling of an air mass and since lifting of the air by topographic barriers is one cause of cooling it may be supposed that there is a correlation between topography (land slope, aspect,
elevation, etc.) and precipitation. Spreen (11) has shown that this is so
and has outlined a method for determining the relationship. Subsequent trials
by others (12, 13) have shown that the method is effective in regions of
marked relief although some changes in the parameters are necessary to adapt
the procedure for different regions. A difficulty in the application of
Spreen's method in undeIdeveloped countries may be the lack of sufficient
stations for which adequate normals can be established from the record. The
method is essentially a mUltiple-graphical correlation of known precipitation
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normals with the topographic parameters characteristic of the station. Some
30 to 50 good station records within a region of homogeneity are necessary
for a really satisfactory correlation, In the absence of such records, it
would not be possible to apply the method with any certainty of success.
Numerous workers (14) have attempted to relate precipitation with
elevation, usually through a simple linear correlation. There is, in general,
an increase in precipitation with altitude, sometimes followed by a slight
decrease (80) at very high elevations. Spreen's study shows, however, that
only about 30 per cent of the variation in precipitation in the region he
studied (western Colorado) was explained by elevation alone, and consider·able deviation from a simple precipitation-elevation relation must be expected. Nevertheless, in the absence of any better guide, the isohyets of
mean annual precipitation may be made to conform approximately to the contours of elevation with allowance for greater precipitation on the windward
slopes and in regions of steeply sloping terrain,
3.5.2

frQm_v~g~t~tlo~

The differing vegetation in the various climatic regions of the world
has often been noted and suggested as a possible indicator of precipitation.
Vernet (15) has discussed the problem in some detail and presents an extensive bibliography. Further information and bibliographies are found in Ref.
(16) and (17), It may be concluded that a careful study of vegetal associations permits an approximate estimate of precipitation, especially if there
are a few precipitation stations where the vegetation may be "calibrated".
The characteristic vegetation of a region is, however, dependent on many factors other than precipitation. Temperature, radiation, character of soil,
chemical quality of water, seasonal distribution of precipitation, and the
effect of man's activities are but a few of the other factors. If it is necessary to resort to vegetation as an indicator of precipitation, the advice of a plant ecologist skilled in the subject should be sought.
3.5.3 frQm_hxd£oloEiEal Eala~c~
If the mean annual streamflow from a basin is well defined by observation, an estimate of the average precipitation can be made by first estimating normal evapotranspiration and solving Eq. (la). This provides no details
of the precipitation pattern unless a large number of small basins are gauged.
However, the outflow from large basins is often known, even in the less developed countries, and an estimate of average precipitation over a basin provides a check on more detailed estimates derived in other ways.
3.6

~recipitation variability

An estimate of the mean annual precipitation of a region is a useful
component of the water-resource survey, but is inadequate as a basis for more
detailed planning. It is necessary to know something of the variability of
precipitation from year to year, its distribution within the year, and the
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characteristics of storm rainfall. Fortunately these elements of precipitation regimes are relatively similar for regions of considerable size and
reasonable conclusions may be drawn from a limited number of precipitation
records.

If the available precipitation records appear to offer a good sample
of the various precipitation regimes of the region, and if their records extend over a period of fifty years or more, the study of variability becomes
little more than an analysis of the individual station records to prepare
the desired frequency curves.
A considerable controversy prevails concerning methods of frequency
analysis to be used for hydrological purposes. Two main points are at issue,
first the appropriate frequency (plotting position) to assign to an observed
event, and secondly the type of statistical function to be used for extrapolation of frequency analysis. In the absence of a large number of very long
homogeneous records on which to test the various proposals, it seems to be
impossible to resolve these differences of opinion. For the purposes of a
water-resource survey, however, it is pertinent to note that extremely rare
events are of little economic importance although at the time cf their occurrencethey may be of extreme importance to the area concerned. Thus the waterresource survey is concerned mainly with what has actually happened and extrapolation beyond this is usually unnecessary.
The most widely used plotting-position formula is

T
r

=.!l...L.!
m

(3)

where Tr is the expected retUrll period, n is the number of years of record,
and m is the order of magnitude of the event (m = 1 for the maximum event).
Except for the most extreme events, this formula does not differ from any
of the other suggested formulae by a significant amount. If Eq. (3) is used
for plotting, curves drawn by eye through the plotted points without extrapolation Should suffice for water-resource studies. For convenience, it may
be desirable to plot flood frequency curves on log-normal or Gillnbel type plotting paper. Flow duration curVeS may usually be plotted on arithmetic scales,
although the use of semi-logarithmic paper will generally make the plot approach a straight line.
3.6.1

Qy~a~i2

21im£tQIQgy
The precipitation regime of a region is determined largely by its position in the general circulation pattern of the atmosphere, its location with
respect to sources of moisture, and its topography. Dynamic climatology seeks
to analyse all of these factors to explain the causes of precipitation (and
other climatic elements) within the region and hence to describe the nature
of its regime (18, 19, 20, 21). A review of the dynamic climatology of a
region will serve many purposes. Such a review should define the areas of
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homogeneity within the region, i.e., the areas within which the weather at
any time is everywhere substantially similar. If the number of precipitation
stations is limited, a knowledge of the areas of homogeneity will indicate
the areas which each station may be assumed to represent.
A series of northern hemisphere weather maps (73) covering a period
of fifty years exists. The technique of dynamic climatology (22, 23) is to
determine the particular meteorological conditions which lead to various
weather conditions in the subj ect area. When these have been defined, it is
possible to estimate the seasonal variation of precipitation in an area having no representative precipitation record by a study of the seasonal incidence of the critical meteorological situations. Similarly, a study of the
fifty-year series of weather maps may indicate dates on which very unusual
storms or periods of extreme drought may have occurred, and perhaps indicate
also the variation in precipitation from year to year during the fifty-year
period. Such an analysis may, therefore, be an extremely useful supplement
to short records.
3.6.2

lii~t2ric~1_r~c£r£s

Newspaper accounts, books on local history, biographies of old inhabitants, and word-of-mouth accounts of old residents will often provide useful information on the occurrence of unusual weather such as unusually wet
years, extreme droughts, major floods, etc. If the information defines nothing more than the date and relative magnitude of such events it is useful
infrequency analysis. Such information must be interpreted with due regard
for the inevitable human tendency to exaggerate, particularly as memory is
dimmed by the lapse of time. When interviewing old inhabitants, the interviewer should be especially careful not to encourage exaggeration by the
nature of his questions.
3.6.3 fi£l£ £a1a
Many workers have explored the utility of the annual growth rings of
trees (24) and varves (annual sediment layers in lakes) as indicators of annual precipitation variability. Unfortunately, annual precipitation is not
the only factor influencing these indices and no one has succeeded in establishing a quantitative relationship between such indices and precipitation.
Tree rings are affected by temperature, the distribution of precipitation
within the year, fire, shelter from other trees, and other factors. Varves
are probably more closely related to the occurrence of heavy erosion-producing
rainfall than to total annual precipitation. At least one instance of multiple varves (25) within a year has been reported. Varves and tree-rings may
be considered as approximate indicators of variability of annual rainfall
when no better record is available and of possible use as a check on other
indirect methods of estimating precipitation var'.ability.
4.

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
The important role of evapotranspiration in the water balance of a
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river basin has long been recognized, but only recently have the technical
difficulties in its determination been surmounted to a degree which permits
reasonable estimates of the amount of water used for evapotranspiration by
methods other than the use of Eq. (1) or (la). The possibility of making direct estimates of evapotranspiration greatly enhances the utility of the
water-balance equation by permitting it to be used for estimating either
streamflow or precipitation. It must be noted, however, that there are still
conflicting views in the literature on evaporation and transpiration and
considerable l'esearch must still be done iJefore these views are reconciled.
A comprehensive survey of the status of knowledge on evaporation and
transpiration is given by Deacon, Priestly and Swinbank (26) and in Ref. 9,
Chap. 5. No attempt will be made here to review the theory in detail, but
rather methods which have been found to be useful or are in common use will
be outlined briefly and their utility and limitations summarized.
Most of the methods provide either an estimate of the evaporation loss
from a large free-water surface or the potential evapotranspiration which is
defined as the water loss from a vegetated surface which is supplied with
adequate water at all times. Both free-water evaporation and potential evapotranspi"t'ation are measures of the maximum possible water loss from an area
under a specified set of weather conditions. Kohler (43) has suggested that
they should be considered as equivalents, i.e., that potential evapotranspiration should be defined as the water loss from a large, shallow water body.
The actual rate of evapotranspiration at any time is fixed by the availability of soil moisture and must always be equal to or less than the potential
rate. Hence, estimated values of potential evapotranspiration must be adjusted
to give actual evapotranspiration loss.
4.1

Evaporimeters

The term evaporimeter or atmometer is applied to a number of devices
in which the water loss from a saturate~surface is measured. The chief criticism of all evaporimeters is that they do not simulate natural conditions
and "he measurements obtained cannot be used without adjustment. Evaporimeters do not measure either lake evaporation or potential evapotranspiration.
Evaporimeters employing porous surfaces such'as ceramic spheres (Livingston
atmometer), ceramic plates (Bellani atmometer) and filter paper (Piche atmometer) fail by far to simulate natural conditions and it is difficult to know
how to adj ust their indications on theoretical grounds. While it maybe possible
to relate the loss from such atmometers to loss from a natural surface by
correlation, a different relation may be expected for each type of surface
and for differing climates. It is also extremely difficult to maintain the
character of the evaporating surface of atmometers because of the collection
of dirt. Their use is not recommended for water-resource surveys unless no
other data are to be found. In this event a correlation between the water
loss from the porous-surface atmometer and the readings of an evaporation
tank or evapotranspirometer should be undertaken under the climatic conditions prevailing in the reg ion under study. If an adequate correlation results,
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it can be used to estimate mean annual evaporation or evapotranspiration by
one of the methods outlined in the following sections.
A considerable variety of evaporation tanks have been employed in
various parts of the world (Ref. 2, Sec. 7.6; Ref. 3, Chap. B; Ref. 6,Chap.5;
Ref. 7, Chap. 7; Ref. 9, Chap. 5). Aside from differences in size and shape,
five different types of pan exposure have been employed; (1) freely exposed
on a support just above ground level, (2) buried in the soil up to three
inches or less from the rim, (3) supported on a float in a lake so that only
a small height of rim extends above the lake surface, (4) the top of the
pan covered by a wire mesh screen, and (5) small pans, often equipped to record the weight of the pan and contents, exposed inside an instrument screen.
Pans were first employed as indices of the evaporation loss from lakes
and reservoirs and it was soon found that the evaporation from the pan was,
on the average, higher than that from il large body of water, This difference
comes about, in part at least, as a result of the heat exchange through the
walls of the pan. The use of buried pans was an attempt to overcome this difficulty by providing a crude form of thermal insulation. While the ratio
Er/Ep (called the~oefficient) is more nearly unity for buried pans than
for freely exposed pans (EL is lake evaporation and Ep is pan evaporation),
the change in thermal characteristics of the soil with changes in soil moisture leads to erratic indications. Buried pans are difficult to clean, subject to considerable in-splash of dirt, and can develop leaks which are not
readily detected. The use of a mesh screen over the pan is an attempt to
reduce the evaporation loss (and thus make EIIE p approach unity) by shielding the water from a portion of the insolation and by reducing wind movement
over the water surface. The screen is a highly artificial device and the
readings of screened pans are erratic and difficult to interpret. There appears to be no reason for recomnending the use of either buried or screened
pans as evaporimeters. It may sometimes be necessary to USe a screen to keep
birds and animals from the pan but the mesh should be as open as possible.
A fenced enclosure is preferable to a screen over the pan.
The use of a floating pan is supposed to provide conditions such that
the temperature of the pan water is always the same as that of the lake water
and i t is usually assumed thilt the pan coefficient of a floating pan is unity.
However, it is difficult to protect a floating pan from wave splash without
extensive wave barriers which may alter the thermal conditions in the vicinity of the pan. Further, it is quite difficult to measure the water loss
from a pan supported on a float. Floati~n pans are no longer widely used.
A very small pan exposed within an instrument screen is an extremely
artificial device as it is shielded from insolation, the main source of energy for evaporation. Tho freely exposed pan thus remains as the one evaporimeter subject to the least criticism on both theoretical and pxactical operating grounds. Kohler (27) has shown that for class A pan of the U.S. Weather
Bureau (4 ft in diameter, 10 in. deep) the ratio ELIE p ranges between 0.6
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and 0.75 for annual data. This variation is small enough so that estimates
of annual evaporation loss from lakes or reservoirs made by use of a representative pan should usually be accurate to ± 15 per cent. The same study
also provided coefficients fo" other types of pans used in the United Stat OS
(9, 28). Tho class A pan has been adopted as a tentative standard by the
World Meteorological Organization. The large difference in heat storage
characteristics betwoen a pan and a large lake (or the soil) lead to wide
variations in the pan coefficient from month to month depending on the prevailing weather, and the annual coefficients should not be utilized for
estimating monthly amounts of evaporation. Estimates of monthly evaporation
or evapohanspiration should be made by one of the methods described in the
following sections.
4.2

IV2RotrunsRlrometer's

An evapotNnspirometer (29, 30, 31) is a container of soil from which
tho water loss is measured by weighing or by accounting for all incoming water
at the surface and all outflow from the bottom of the tank. To minimize boundary effects, the evapotranspirometer should be quite large. The soil in it
should bo undistu"bed in order to rota in tho natural soil profile and its
water-holding characteristics. The surfaco should bo covered with vegetation
typical of the surrounding aroa in density, height, and species. A buffer
zone up to 300 fect in radius in arid climates should surround the tank and
should have similar vegetation and roceive similar watering. Evapotranspirometors with open bottoms permitting free downward flow of water are called
lYsimeters. A suction force equivalent to that in the natural soil must be
applied at the bottom of the lysimeter to avoid the collection of eXCeSS wator at the air-soil-water interface.
If the vegetal cover and soil moisture conditions in the evapotranspirometer can be maintained exactly the sam0 as those in the surrounding soil,
it is theoretically possible to measure actual evapotranspiration but it is
do'ubtful whether this is ever achieved because of the artificial boundaries
created by the container. However, observations of actual evapotranspiration
from tanks, if carefUlly made, may be quite useful when viewed in conjunction
with other estimates of evapotranspiration.
If the tank and a suitable surrounding area are watered regUlarly (29)
so that no appreciable moisture deficit can develop, obselvations of the
water loss will give values of potential evapotranspiration, The actual evapotranspiration may be c,stimated from the potential by the a'ccounting procedure described,in paragraph 4,7. The operation of an evapotranspirometer requires careful attention to detail in maintaining proper exposure, Data from
evapotranspirometers should not be employed in a water-resource survey unless the installation has been inspected and found to be properly maintained,
Even then, the results should be compared with estimates of evapotranspiration made by some independent method.
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Field plots

The evapotranspiration from undisturbed field plots may be estimated
by maintaining a careful water balance for the plot. If values of evapotranspiration for short periods of time are desired, changes in soil moisture must
be considered. Because of the difficulty of estimating deep percolation, field
plots are useful only where deep percolation can be assumea to be negligible
because of the presence of an impermeable soil horizon or because individual
increments ~f water from rainfall or irrigation are too small to penetrate
more than a short distance into the soil.
4.4

Empirical formulae

Because of the importance of evapotranspiration to agriculture, numerous empirical f0rmulae for estimating water loss (sometimes called consumptive use) have been derived. Most of these formulae assume that evapotranspiration is a linear function of temperature or degree days above a base
temperature (usually between 32 and 40°F). The formulae are derived by comparing estimates of evapotranspiration derived from field plots, evapotranspirometers, and application of Eq. (1) to river basins, with the concurrent
temperature. Most of these formulae take the form (33, 34)

ET

= KH

(4)

where ET is the evapotranspiration, H is the mean temperature (or the degree
days above a base temperature) and K is a coefficient depending on climatic
conditions and the units employed. Published values of K are often misleading because of inadequate information on their derivation. For example K is
sometilnes based on the amount of irrigation water used without regard to
changes in soil moisture, deep percolation, or surface loss. Values of K
based on irrigated plots approximate conditions of potential evapotranspiration while values derived from Eq. (1) are often approximations to actual
evapotranspiration. In the Blaney-Criddle method, K includes an adjustment
for latitude, i.e., duration of sunshine. The physical process of evapotranspiration is far too complex to be adequately described by an equation as
simple as Eq. (4). The use of such an equation with values of coefficient
derived in a different climatic regime must be expected to lead to substantial error. On the other hand, Eq. (4) may be useful as a means of transposing observed values of evapotranspiration to other similar locations in the
immediate region. Using known values of ET and H, a value of K may be found
whicH can be assumed to be applicable within an area of homogeneity surrounding the point for which it is determined. Since Eq. (4) ignores wind, humidity, and cloudiness, transposition should be limited to an area in which
there is little variation in. these factors.
The Thornthwaite method (35) utilizes a somewhat more complex function of temperature and length-of-day than does Blaney's method. TI,e equation
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is, however, entirely empirical and when applied to computation of ET for .a
particular month o:c yea:c may lead to substantial error. Considering the simplicity of the eauation, howeve:c, the results are surprisingly good when it
is used for the computation of mean annual evapotranspiration from long perilld
normals of temperature. This is, in fact, what the equation was originally
designed for as an element in Thornthwaite's system of climatic classification e

In gene:cal the simple ~"pirical formulae cannot be conside:ced as reliable methods fo:c use in water"resource surveys. They may be used to transpose data on evapot:canspiration observed in plot or tank experiments and the
Thornthwaite p:cocedure may be used to estimate normal annual evapotranspiration if no alternative is available.
4.5

Rational formulae

A very la:cge number of formulae for the estimation of evaporation from
water surfaces have been presented (Ref. 26; Ref. 3, Chap. 8; Ref. 36). Most
of these formulae a:ce of the so-called Dalton type
(5)

where Ea is Hater surfacB evaporation, e s is the saturation vapour pressu:ce
at the temperature of the wate:c surface, ea is the vapour pressure of the
air above the water, u is wind velocity and a and b a:ce coefficients depending on climatic conditions, the height at vlhich ea and u are measured, and
the units employed. There is good evidence that simple formulae such as Eq.
(5) can be quite useful fo:c estimating evaporation from water surfaces (28)
but they are not directly applicable to estimates of evapotranspiration.
The energy balance approach offers another useful technique for the
estimating of evapo:cation f:com water surfaces. As applied to a reservoir the
energy balance equation is
Qs - Qr - Qb - Oh - Qe

~

Q - Qv

(6)

8

where Qs is the incident sun and sky short-wave radiation; Qr is the reflected
shortLwave radiation; Qb is the net long-wave radiation exchange between the
water and the atmosphere; Oh is the sensible-heat transfer to the atmosphere;
Qe the energy used for evaporation; QG the change in energy stored in the
water and Ov the energy advected into the water body. If all terms of Eq.(5)
can be evaluated except Qe' Qe can· be computed and the evaporation is then
Qe/H where H is the latent heat of vaporization. The utility of Eq. (5) for
computation of rese:cvoir evaporation has been demonstrated (28, 37) but the
instrumentation :cequi:ced is relatively complex and opportunities for its application in a wate:c-resourceS survey are likely to be :care. In theory, Eq.
(6) is equally applicable to the computation of evapotranspiration but the
instrumentation is even more complex.
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Evaporation from a water body or evapotranspiration from tho soil can
also be computed by computing the flux of water vapour by use of the theory
of turbulent transport. Anderson et a1 (38) have given a summary of the various equations which have been proposed for this computation and a test of
the reliability of the more promising equations is given in Ref. 26. The problem of instrumentation is a major obstacle to the general utility of this method and it is unlikely to find much application in water-resource surveys.
Penman (39) has shown that by simultaneous solution of the energybalance equation and a simple equation of the Dalton type, one obtains a formula which is fairly simple yet reasonably sound from the theoretical viewpoint. His equation is
(7 )

where L> is the slope of the saturation-vapour-pressure vS temperature curve
at the air temperature, 0 is a constant in the equation for the Bowen ratio R
,T
s - L~

R~o--

(8 )

es - ea

On is the net radiant energy exchange in the same units as evaporation, and
Ea is the evaporation estimated by a simple equation of the Dalton type
(Eq. (4)). In Eq. (8), Is is the temperature of the water surface, I a the
temperature of the air and e s and ea as defined for Eq. (5).
. If adequate information to establish On is available, Penman's formula
(Eq. (7)) provides a convenient means of estimating the evaporation from a
water surface. From the nature of his derivation and comparison with observed
pan data, it seems likely th2t Eq. (7) actually provides an estimate of pan
evaporation and that a factor of 0.7 should be applied to estimato tho loss
from a large water surface or the potential evapotranspiration. The best
measurement of On is by use of a net radiometer (40) but unfortunately this
instrument has not yet found wide use, Alternatively On may be estimated from
pyrheliometric observations or from empirical formulae such as that of Brunt
(41). Such estimates, however, may lead to considerable error under unfavourable circumstances. Kohler (9, 27) has derived a convenient nomogram for the
solution of Eq. (7) based en a study of a considerable amount of pan evaporation data in the United States. It may be noted that the main problem in interpreting pan evaporation data is the sensible heat transfer throv:h the
walls of the pnn, i. e" the value of::( is different for a reservoir and a
pan. In the case of n freely exposed p8n of the U.S. class A type, the value
of ~ appears to be essentially constant and about
times its theoretical
value for a large water surface. It is possible to eliminate the need for
radiation data in solving Eg. (7) by using pan evaporution values adjlisted
for heat transfer through the pan walls, Kohler (9, 27) has developed a nomogram applicable to the U.S, class A pan which is probably the most reliable
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method for computing reservoir evaporation (and potential evapotranspiration)
now available in the absence of the data necessary to apply the energy-balance
method. Note that buried pans cannot be used for this purpose because of the
uncertainty regarding heat transfer through the pan walls into the soil.
4.6

Direct measurement of evapotranspiration

It has been demonstrated that evapotranspiration can be measured directly by measuring the vapour flux from the surface (42). The instrumentation
is complex and the analysis is difficult so that the process is not yet in
the stage where it can be considered as a usable field method. Such a development will presumably come about after further work and will then offer a
useful solution to the problem of evapotranspiration estimates. Such direct
observations constitute only a point measurement and a rather large number
of well-located stations may be needed to yield a good areal average of actual evapotranspiration.
4.7

Computati~l of evapotr~~~piratlo~.frQPpotential

evapotranspiration
The previous discussion has pointed out that in general it is much
simpler to estimate potential evapotranspi~ation than actual evapotranspiration. Hence, it is necessary to compute the actual values from the potential
ones. There is still some differeDce of opinion among research workers on
the laws governing this computation. Penman (39), for example, states that
soil type, crop type, and root rar~e are of minor importance in determining
actual evapotranspiration immediately following wetting. Other workers find
large differences in evapotranspiration losses from various types of vegetation. A consideration of the energy bUdget concept indicates that potential
evapotranspiration must be essentially independent of vegetative and soil
conditions and governed largely by the energy available for evaporation.
However, as soil moisture reserves are depleted, root range and soil type
must be important controls on actual evapotranspiration because they control the quantity of water available to the plant. Some workers have held
that evapotranspiration proceeds at the potential rate until the soil moisture is reduced to the wilting point, while others feel that actual evapotranspiration must fall below the potential values as the soil dries. The latter
position seems the most tenable in dealing with natural basins of appreciable
size and having a variety of vegetal and soil conditions.
The procedure for computing actual evapotranspiration from potential
one of maintaining a continuous moisture accounting for
the 'basin (9, 29, 44, 45, 46, 47). The accounting is usually done on a mont~
ly basis. Starting in the wet season when the soil rnay be assumed to be at
field capacity the actual evapotranspiration is taken as equal to the potential evapotranspiration or the sum of the rainfall and the available soil
moisture, whichever is least. If rainfall exceeds the potential evapotranspiration, the excess is assumed to replenish the soil moisture and any remainder becomes runoff. After the soil moisture is depleted, the evapotranspiration is assumed to 0qual the rainfall or the potential evapotranspiration,
evapot~anspiration is
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whichever is least. Thus the computation yields monthly values of actual evapotranspiration, runoff, and soil moisture deficiency and is a solution of
the hydrological balance (Eq, (1)) ignoring the ground-water factor. The
assumption that there is no runoff until soil moisture and evapotranspiration have been satisfied is erroneous and hence the monthly distribution of
runoff is likely to be in error, Kohler (43) has presented a more refined
procedure uSing daily values of evapotranspiration, precipitation and soil
moisture. Soil moisture is assumed to be of two types. Type one, called upper level, is assumed to be depleted at the potential rate and to be repleniShed as much as possible from any rain. The second type, called lower
level, is assumed to be depleted at a rate proportional to the amount of
residual moisture in storage and to be replenished only after upper-level
soil moisture, runoff, and evapotranspiration have been satisfied. The procedure seems to be the most rational one suggested to date but is probably
too involved to be used in most water-resource surveys,
5.

STREAMFLOW

5.1

Measurement

In the streamflow phase of the hydrological cycle, the water is concentrated into a reasonably well-defined channel and can be measured without
the problems of sampling which are inherent in other hydrological measurements. A variety of methods for measuring streamflow are in use (Ref. 3,
Chap. 9; Ref. 9, Chap. 4; Ref. 48, 49, 50, 51, 52) and have been widely described in the hydrological literature. The discussion which follows does not
attempt to describe these methods in detail but simply to classify them and
indicate their applications and limitations.
5.1.1

Me~s~r~m~nl

£f_s!age
Except for very small streams where volumetric methods or recording
flow meters may be employed (Paragraph 5.1.3), measurements of streamflow
employ some relationship between the height of the water surface with reference to an arbitrary datum and the rate of flow. The simplest stage measuring device is the staff gauge which consists of a scale mounted in such a
way that the elevation of the water surface can be read directly from it.
Scales may be painted on gauge boards, bridge piers, or other suitable location or scales of enameled metal or cast-aluminium with raised markings may
be attached to a suitable support. The essential requirements are that the
support be immovable and the staff be accessible (or visible) at all levels
of the stream. Alternatively the stage may be measured by lowering a weight
to the water surfac~ from a bridge or other support and computing the stage
from the measured distance below a reference point of known elevation,
All types of manually observed gauges may fail to indicate rapid
changes in stage unless they are observed several times daily. On small
streams subject to sudden flash floods, readings at intervals of a few
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minutes may be required to define the flood hydrograph. In arid regions a
single such flood event covering a few minutes or a few hours may represent
all or a major portion of the annual flow. The use of crest-stage indicators
(76) as a supplement to staff gauges is helpful, but automatic water-level
recorders are much to be preferred for reliable records of streamflow.
Most water-level recorders now in use are float operated. A variety
of patterns are commercially available, the choice depending largely on availability, the range of stage to be recorded, the period of unattended operation deSired, and the accuracy with which the stage is to be measured. Minimum acceptable accuracy is usually 0.1 ft or 3 cm but 0.01 ft or 3 mm is to
be preferred. Most commercial recorders must be serviced weekly but recorders
with weight-driven clocks which will operate for as long as a year without
attention are available. To avoid serious loss of record by malfunctioning
of the equipment, servicing should preferably occur at monthly intervals or
less.
Float-operated recorders require a stilling well to protect the float
and eliminate the influence of wave action, and a shelter for the recorder •.
Especially when the well and shelter must be self-supporting, the construction of a relatively permanent station is quite expensive. Research into
pressure-sensitive recorders which would require less costly installations
is under way but no completely successful device has yet been reported, although manometers or pressure cells are sometimes used, especially for indicating water level in reservoirs. In view of the potential economic value
of the streamflow information it is probably fair to say that for most installations, the cost of even a very elaborate station is insignificant:
Certainly any stream-gauging network should have a large proportion of stations equipped with water-level recorders.
Since the measurement of stage is merely an intermediate step to the
determination of rate of flow, it is important that the station be located
at a point where a correlation between stage and flow is possible. Accessibility of the site and ease of construction are secondary factors in determining location. Obviously the site must be accessible and it must be possible to build the station, but location with respect to an adequate control of the stage-discharge relation is of primary importance.
5.1.2 Me§.s~r~m.§.n1 £f_flo~ 1:n_l~r9.e_s:tr~a!Es
The determination of flow is usually accomplished by periodic measurements of velocity and cross-sectional area, The product of velocity and area
is the rate of flow and this is correlated with stage to produce a stagedischarge relation. With the continuous record of stage (or periodic staff
gauge readings) estimates of rate of flow can be made for times when measurements were not made and integration of the rate of flow through time yields
an estimate of flow volume.
The most widely used method of making the periodic flow measurements
is the use of the current meter. A current meter is a device with a propeller
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or rotor which revolves at a speed which is a function of the velocity of
flow of the water. A device for counting the number of revolutions of the
rotor or for signalling the occurrence of a revolution to an observer who
does the counting is incorporated. The most widely used current meters are
of the propeller type with ~ horizontal axis of revolution. These meters
are probably the most accurate but it is difficult to avoid the entry of
sediment into the bearings and when used in sediment-laden streams must be
recalibrated frequently. The bearings of a rotor revolving about a vertical
axis can be protected from sediment by air cups and such meters are usually
less subject to trouble from abrasion of the bearings and are generally more
rugged. They have other difficulties which render them, as a rule, somewhat
less accurate than the propeller meters. A new design called the S-rotor(5~
appears to overcome the usual difficulties of a vertical-axis meter. In any
event, it is probable that the type of meter is less important than the selection of a measuring section where the control is adequate, the approach
reasonably straight, and the cross-section fairly regular. The actual measurementshould then be done carefully in accord with good procedure and with
a meter which has been properly calibrated. If these conditions are met the
measurement should meet acceptable standards of accuracy for hydrological
purposes.
A meter may be supported in the stream by a wire cable, in which case
a heavy weight may also be required to keep the cable reasonably vertical.
When cable suspension is used the meter may be lowered from a bridge, from
a cable-car over the river, from a boat, or from a cable-suspension operated
from the shore. The choice of arrangement is largely one of cost and provision of proper measuring conditions. A bridge with massive piers may so disturb the flow as to provide a rather poor site for a measuring section. On
the other hand a clear-span bridge may be a wholly satisfactory and most
economical site for measurement. The meter may also be supported on a rod,
the lower end of which rests on the stream bed. Rod suspension is useful
for shallow streams where the observer may wade, but many services USe rod
suspension from boats. The type of suspension influences the meter calibration. In addition, corrections for departure of a cable suspension from the
vertical may be necessary. The various corrections are ordinarily individually small, but commonly of the same sign. Their total, therefore, may be
significant.
Historically, the earliest method of flow measurement was the uSe of
floats. The velocity of the float can be computed from the time required for
it to travel a known distance. A surface float will travel with a velocity
greater than the mean in the vertical section and the computed velocity must
be reduced by an appropriate factor. Floats can be devised so that they are
immersed throughout almost the entire depth of the stream and will travel
with approximately the mean velocity. However, it is difficult to sample the
velocity variation across the stream and the corrections for im~ersion of
the float are uncertain. Float measurements are ordinarily used only as an
emergency method during floods when it is impossible to utilize a current
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meter, or as' a method for reconnaissance surveys where it is impractical to
make meter measurements.
It is sometimes impossible to USe either meter or float methods in
streams flowing through a boulder strewn channel. In such instances chemical
gauging may offer a satisfactory solution. A solution of chemical (such as
common salt) mav be introduced into the stream at a known rate and samples
of the stream water are taken above the point of introduction and sufficiently far downstr~am to be sure that thorough mixing of the salt has occurred.
The change in salt concentration in the stream is an indication of the rate
of dilution of the salt brine and the total flow volume can be computed. It
is essential ~l) that thorough mixing of the salt brine and the streamflow
occur, (2) that an adequate quantity of brine be used to permit accurate
measurement of the diluted brine in the stream samples, (3) that the chemical analysis be done with extreme care. Chemical gauging is possible in any
stream where there is sufficient turbulence to guarantee thorough mixing but
it seems to have little advantage if the use of current meters is possible.
Crude measurements may also be made by use of fluorescein dye and colorimetric methods of determining the concentration which may have some advantages for reconnaissance work.
5.1.3

Me~s~r~m~n! Qf_flo~ in_s~all_s!r~a~s

The flow of small streams may be gauged by meters, floats, or chemical
methods as described in paragraph 5.1.2. Pygmy meters are manufactured especially for usc in shallow channels. In addition to these methods there are
others which may be especially advantageous. A variety of special types of
measuring flumes and measuring weirs have been devised for use on small
streams. If there is little sediment load, the weir is probably the simplest
and most accurate method. Vfuere there are heavy sedimeot loads, the pool upstream of the weir will fill with sediment and its head-discharge characteristics will change. In this case a venturi flume through which the sediment
may flow as readily as the water is preferable. The head discharge relation
for both weirs and flumes have been determined and equations are available
in most texts on fluid mechanics (54, 56, 58). If there is any doubt as to
whether the geometry of a particular installation conforms precis91y to that
of the standard for which the equation was obtained, it is well to have a
model tested in a hydraUlic laboratory or to check the flow with a current
meter,or chemical, or volumetric methods.
On very small streams, volumetric methods of flow measurement may be
feasible. Periodic measurements can be I.lade by timing the period required
for the stream to fill a container of known volume. Continuous recording is
possible with an adaptation of the tipping-bucket device used in rain gauges.
Two small buckets are mounted so that one is receiving all of the flow. When
this bucket fills, the system is overbalanced, the full bucket tips to discharge its contents and at the same time brings the empty bucket in position
to receive the flow. Each tip of the buckets is recorded electrically on a
chart or mechanically by a counter. Since the volume of the buckets is known,
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the 'number of tips in any time interval indicates the volume of flow in that
interval. On very small streams it may also be possible to employ one of the
many types of flowmete~s used for measuring flow in pipes or metering water
deliveries to homes and industries.
Wilm (55) has suggested the use of the velocity-head rod for measuring flow in shallow, high-velocity flow. The rod is of wood with a broad
side which is placed upstream. The flow is obstructed and water rises on the
upstream face of the rod to a height equal to the velocity-head (V2/2g). By
measuring this height, the velocity can be computed. Used with care the device should be suitable for reconnaissance surveys.
5.1.4

fo~p~titioD Qf_sir2a~flo~

The principles of fluid mechanics may often be used to advantage to
compute the flow of water in a stream. It is ~enerally easier and more reliable to use one of the methods described in paragraphs 5.1.2 and 5.1.3
for continuous records, but computations may be useful for reconnaissance
surveys or for computing flood peaks when the usual measurements were not
made. These computations may include computations of flow over dams or parts
of dams (54, 58), flow in a section of channel (54, 56, 57, 77), flow through
bridges (59), or flow through small culverts (60).
5.1.5

fo~p~t~tioD Qf_the_dis£h~r~e_r~c£r£

The periodic measurements of flow by meter, float, chemical, or other
methods provide indications of flow at various times. To compute a complete
record of flow, these measurements are plotted against the stage at the time
of measurement, The resulting curve is known as a st~e-discharqe relation
or rating curve, and with it and the stage record one may compute the flow
at any time or integrate the flow over periods of time. The mean daily flow
is most commonly computed and published.
For the great majority of stations, the simple stage-discharge relation described above is adequate. For some stations special techniques may
be necessary. In general, the individual flow measurements should agree quite
well among themselves and the scatter about the mean rating curve should ordinarily be less than 5 per cent. Occasionally during a severe flood the
channel may be somewhat altered and a new rating curve must be started. If
the points show a considerable scatter about the mean curve and are fairly
uniformly distributed plus and minus, the difficulty is either lack of care
in the measurements or the effect of varying backwater from a dam, intersecting, stream, or tidal action downstream. Locations where backwater may occur
should be avoided as station sites if possible, but if they must be used it
will be necessary to install an auxiliary gauge some distance downstream and
use the slope-staqe-discharge relation (Ref. 3, p. 206; Ref. 9, Sec. 4-9,
Ref. 50). If a gradual shift of the points away from the curve seems t8 occur,
the cause is probably a shifting of the control. This is most likely to occur
where the stream bed or banks are easily eroded. In some instances, an
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artificial control consisting of a shallow stone or concrete dam across the
channel may provide the necessary stability and avoid the shifting control.
The alternative is to make frequent discharge measurements - perhaps as often
as once a day - so that the location of the rating curve is always known.
5.2

~nalysis

of streamflow data

For those stations where an adequately long record of streamflow exists,
the analysis (or summary) of this data to present a picture of the water resources is not difficult. Mean annual and mean monthly flows may be easily
computed and depict the total resource and its average variation t~roughout
the year. Duration curves of annual and monthly flows indicate the general
pattern of temporal variation. Frequency curves of flood peaks and of mini~
mum flows for various periods indicate the extreme temporal variations. A
useful range of periods might be 1, 2, 3, 7, 15, 30 and 60 days. These data,
together with the original records, present a relatively complete summary
for the· station. Methods for preparing the various items are to be found in
all standard texts on hydrology (3, 9, 48), and in many texts on hydraulic
eng ineering.
A streamflow record may show shifts or trends as a result of changes
in station location, type of equipment, method of observation, etc. In addition pronounced trends may be caused by diversion of flow for irrigation or
other use, construction of reservoirs with attendant increase in evaporation
loss, significant alterations of the basin surface by construction of roads
and buildings or by land management techniques, and other artificial influences. Even heavy pumping of ground-water may be reflected in the surface
streamflow. A streamflow record subject to any such influences may yield
rather misleading results if analysed without adjustment (Ref. 9, Sec.4-16).
For operational purposes such as river forecasting it is often best to use
only the most recent data, but for frequency analysis the entire record shoUld
be used if possible. If a quantitative estimate of the magnitude of the disturbing factor is possible a direct correction may be applied. Alternatively
the double-mass curve method may be found useful,
It will be rare indeed that adequate records of streamflow will be
available at all key points within the basin. It is difficult to define in
general terms the number of stations required for any area (see paragraph 7),
and it is doubtful whether a water resources survey should undertake to synthesise a record of flow at all points where records might possibly be of
use at some future date. The synthesis can always be done when the need arises
and there is always the possibility that better data and better methods will
be available at that time. However, the survey should result in a preliminary map of mean annual runoff and, if possible, of mean seasonal or monthly
runoff and should indicate the differences in streamflow regime between the
various climatic and topographic areas within the region. To achieve this it
is probable that all available records of streamflow should be extended to
cover the longest possible standard period.
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In most cases, the only data available as a basis for estimating streamflow will be precipitation and often the precipitation data will be relatively
scanty. However, a correlation between annual precipitation and annual runoff
should provide a useful tool for estimating annual runoff for the years preceding the beginning of streamflow record. A hydrological year appropriate
for the region should be used in lieu of the calendar year. Methods for such
correlations are discussed in Ref. 3, Chap. 16, and Ref. 9, Sec. 8-13. If
the record of streamflow is very short (10 years or less) it is unlikely that
many refinements can be introduced because of the limitation on the degrees
of freedom of the correlation. For longer records it may prove necessary to
adjust for carryover from the previous year and to use a weighting procedure
for the different months or seasons of the year.
A similar correlation for monthly runoff is much more difficult. Cases
will be found where precipitation near the end of one month contributes to
the runoff of the following month and in regions of heavy snowfall there may
be very little correlation between monthly rainfall and monthly runoff. If
snowfall within the basin is negligible, simple correlations between monthly
runoff and monthly precipitation may prove useful. Although the correlations
may not seem very good, the errors tend to be compensating. If the runoff in
one month is estimated too high, the value for the following month will be
too low and the effect on the mean monthly values may not be serious. Where
there is a seasonal accumulation of snow, correlations between winter season
precipitation and summer season runoff may permit estimates of seasonal flow,
and if temperature data are also available it may be possible to make an approximate estimate of the distribution of this runoff by months.
A correlation between storm rainfall and storm runoff together with
unit hydrographs will permit a synthesis of the daily flows (Ref. 9, Sec.8.7,
Ref. 3, Chap. 16). This would require a great deal of work and is of doubtful value. However, it would seem worthwhile to reconstruct the hydrographs
of major floods by this technique and to estimate the maximum flow each year
for the construction of flood frequency curves (Ref. 9, Sec. 8.8; Ref. 61,62).
The extended records of the streamflow stations provide some data tor
maps of mean annual and mean monthly runoff. However, the data will probably
be insufficient to define adequately the isopleths of the map. It must be
. noted that the mean annual flow at a gauging station indicates the average
runoff over its tributary area and not a point value. Supplemental estimates
of runoff can be made using precipitation and evapotranspiration as described
in paragraph 4.7. Such estimates can be made at all points where data for
estimating evapotranspiration are available and may be transposed using temperature data wherever it is to be found. These estimates, together with the
estimates of areal average runoff from streamflow should provide sufficient
data to prepare a tentative map of runoff.
5.3

Lake levels
Lake level information may be of considerable importance in a water-
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resourCe survey. Large lakes can exert a major influence on the flow of
streams, and data on lake levels may be necessary to properly estimate the
runoff of a basin. Total runoff would equal measured outflow plus change in
storage. Adjustment for evaporation from and precipitation on the surface of
the lake may also be necessary. Long-period changes in lake level are sometimes useful indicators of corresponding trends in precipitation and runoff.
Lake levelS may be observed with the same types of instruments discussed with respect to river stage (Para. 5.1.1). On small lakes the water
surface may usually be assumed to be horizontal but on large lakes the effect of wind or of high flow through the lake may result in a slope of the
water-surface. In this case two or more water-level stations may be required.
Water temperature is necessary for estimating evaporation and should be observed at representative sites. The storage capacity of the lake may be estimated from the surface area. Maps or aerial photographs made at times when
the lake was at different levels indicate the change in area with elevation
and integration of the area vs elevation relation yields a storage-elevation
curve. If adequate maps are not available, a few soundings may be sufficient
to indicate the change in area with level.
Evidence concerning long-period changes in lake level may be obtained
in a number of ways. The water-resource survey is not concerned with changes
in terms of geologic time but only in the recent one or two hundred years.
Old shore lines, the location of wharves, houses, roads, bridges, and similar structures may indicate early lake levels if their construction can be
dated. Old surveys may indicate the elevation at the time of the survey. Interviews with old inhabitants, historical accounts and similar sources may
be useful. For example, recent exposure of wagon tracks in a lake bed in the
~estern United States indicates that it has dropped to the level at which
it was during the great migration of the 1850's. The age of trees adjacent
to the lake shore and submerged stumps may also be indicative of the variations in lake level.
6.

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT

The sediment transported by a stream may not be considered as a direct
factor in the surface-water resources of a basin since it does not significantly affect the quantity of water available. In the ultimate development
of the water resources, however, the sediment cannot be ignored. A high sediment load indicates : (1) possible need for soil conservation work, (2) special provision in the design of reservoirs to minimize sediment accumulation,
(3) special precautions in the design of diversion works to avoid sediment
accumulation in canals, (4) need for desilting basins for water to be used
for domestic and industrial purposes, (5) possible need for channel control
works to control sediment deposit or bank erosion in the channel, Thus, some
information on sediment transport should be inCluded in the water-resource
survey, unless the subject is considered in a concurrent survey of soil erosion problems.
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Measurement of suspended sediment

Suspended sediment is ordinarily measured by collecting a sample of
the sediment-laden water, filtering the sample and drying and weighing the
sediment. The sediment load is then expressed in dry-weight per unit volume
of water or in per cent concentration (weight of sediment per unit weight
of water). The sampler design should be such as to cause minimum disturbance
of the streamlines of flow so as to collect a true sample of the water and
sediment. Trap samplers which are opened at a predetermined depth to collect
a point sample cannot be easily designed to meet this requirement. Further,
it has not proven possible to predict the vertical sediment distribution in
streams so as to permit utilization of point samples to compute mean transport in the vertical as is done for streamflow. Hence, integrating samplers
which take an integrated sample of sediment throughout the depth of the stream
are preferred. For large streams, where depth-integration is not possible,
point integration is still desirable because the transport of sediment by
eddies is such that an instantaneous sample may be misleading. The United
Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (52) recomnlends the
use of the US P-46 sampler for point integration and the US DH-43 or D-49
for depth integration. Further discussion of sediment sampling will be found
in Ref. 3, Chap. 13; Ref. 9, Sec. 12.4, Ref. 49, Chap. VII; Ref. 68.
6.2

Measurement of bed-load

Bed-load is that part of the sediment load which is moved by sliding,
rolling, or bouncing along the stream bed, Bed load is not sampled by the
usual suspended load samplers which do not approach closer than about 0.25 ft
(7.5 cm) to the stream bed. Bed-load is difficult to measure because of the
difficulty of constructing a device which can rest on the stream-bed without
altering the streamlines of flow. Further bed-load moves as ripples, sapdbanks, or dunes resulting in local variations in transport with time. No
wholly satisfactory bed-load sampler has been devised but the more promising
ones are described in Ref. 53, Sec. 4.2. Further discussion will be found
in Ref. 3, 9, 49 and 72.
6.3

gomputation of annual sediment transport

If suspended sediment measurements are made only at intervals, some
device must be used to estimate the total annual transport. This is commonly
done by plotting measured sediment load against discharge at time of measurement. On logarithmic paper the plot is usually a straight line with an equation
The correlation will be found to be rather poor, but perhaps sufficiently
good for estimates of annual transport from the distribution of flow rate
throughout the year (Ref. 3, 9, 68). Bed-load is often assumed to amount to
10 or 15 per cent of the suspended load in the absence of adequate observation.
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At important stations daily observations of sediment discharge are
recommended to avoid the errors inherent in the sediment rating curves described above. Sometimes the daily measurements can be simplified by developing a relation iJetween sediment load as computed from several vertical samples
across the width of the stream with that indicated by a single central sampl~
either point or integrated. Complete measurements are then made periodically
to check the relation, and daily sediment discharge is estimated from the
single central sample.
6.4

~£EY£i~ediment

surveys
Estimates of mean sediment transport (both suspended and bed-load)
over long time periods can sometimes be obtained from reservoir sedimentation surveys. If the capacity of a reservoir is accurately determined at some
date (preferably at the time of construction) and again at some later date,
the decrease in capacity is equal to the volume of sediment it has accumulated. Reservoirs do not necessarily trap all of the sediment which flows
into them. Brune (70) has found that the trap efficiency of a reservoir is
a function of the ratio of the reservoir capacity to mean annual inflow. Using
his relations it is possible to estimate the additional quantity of sediment
which has passed through the reservoir. The sum of the sediment trapped and
that which has passed through the reservoir is the total sediment flow for
the period between the reservoir surveys, and the annual amount is easily
computed. To convert volume of sediment into weight of sediment, the density
of the sediment in the reservoir must be estimated. This is best done by
tak~ bottom samples with a coring device. Alternatively the density may be
estimated by an equation suggested by Lane and Koelzer (71, 9).
The reservoir capacity (69) before construction may be determined from
cr,ss sections or a detailed topographic survey. After the reservoir is filled
with water, the survey must be made by sounding. For small reservoirs sounding with a weight or pole is usual but for large reservoirs echoMsounding devices may prove useful.
7.

WATER QUALITY

The utility of water as a natural resource is limited by an aspect of
its chemical character which makes i t unsuitable for particular uses. Excessive concentrations of dissolved salts, biological, impurities, taste, odour,
or colour may all interfere with the use of water for certain purposes. Although methods for removing most of the undesirable substances are now available, they are often costly and make the purified water economicaUy undesirable.
As part of the water-resource survey, the available data on water quality should be assembled and summarized in general terms. If no data are
available, samples should be collected and analysed. The World Health Organization (83) has prepared detailed instructions for the sampling and analysis
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should be followed carefully. It should be noted that the
water often varies throughout the year as the rate of flow
should be taken with sufficient frequency to indicate at
of this variation.

8.

PLANNING THE HYDROLOGICAL NETWORK

8.1

Theoretical considerations

It is extremely difficult to state in specific terms the desirable
density of hydrological networks. A survey of existing networks suggests
that station density is largely determined by popUlation density and economic development (65). The hydrological regime of an area and the ultimate
use to which the data are to be put should determine the proper network density, but there are no fundamental hydrological laws from which one may compute the optimum density of stations (64). A general survey of water reso~es
may be served by a relatively scanty network while the development of a specific important water project may require a much higher density. It is probable that there are few places in the world where station density now approaches a reasonable maximum.
An adequate network of hydrological stations must sample the regime
of an area both in space and time (79), That is, we need to know how each
hydrological parameter varies within the area under study and we need to
know something of the mean and extremes of these parameters. The standard
error of the mean of ~ independent samples is, according to statistical
theory, proportional to l/yfn. The values of a hydrological parameter as
measured within a river basin are not completely independent, i.e., rainfall
at one station is usually accompanied by rainfall at another. Studies of
small and very dense networks of rain gauges suggest that the error of the
areal mean is inversely proportional to n to the 0.6 or 0.7 power. For very
large areas,however, the use of the square-root is probably reasonable. Thus
it may be conCluded that doubling of network density reduces the error of
the areal mean by from 30 to 40 per cent. This is an approximate guide to
the benefits attained by increasing network density.
The same statistical principle applies to the problem of the time
mean. That is, the error of the mean of a sample of t years is approximately
proportional to l/v't, Thus the error in the estimate of regional water resources will be some 30 per cent less if based on a 2G-year record than on
a la-year record. Although somewhat of an oversimplification, because of the
errors incurred in estimating record, the extension of a 20-year record to
fifty years might be expected to reduce the error of the mean by something
less than 40 per cent. These two rules may be helpful in evaluating the probable accuracy of a water resource survey and in indicating the extent to
which refinements are beneficial. Hydrological deSign is usually more concerned with extremes than with means and a long record is far more useful in
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evaluating extremes. For example, the 100-year flood is twice as likely to
occur in a 69-year record as in a 29-year record. (Ref. 9, Sec. 11.2).
In practice the time and areal aspects of network design cannot be
evaluated independently. Langbein (65) has suggested the concept of a fixed
network of base stations to sample the time factor and a group of secondary
or satellite stations operated for short periods to sample the areal factor.
By correlating the records from a base station with those of a secondary station, the record of the secondary station can be extended. The density of
base stations required is fixed by the maximum distance between secondary
and base stations which is possible while still maintaining a satisfactory
degree of correlation. This distance, and therefore, the required density
of base stations, will vary with the climatic and topographic character of
an area. Langbein derived formulae for computing the required density of
base stations and the necessary length of record at secondary stations to
yield the maximum amount of data for the funds available. His analysis is
limited to streamflow stations and thus ignores the possibility of using
other types of data to extrapolate streamflow records. He presumes also that
it is possible to evaluate at least approximately the value of the data.
Kohler (66) in discussing the problem points out that because of the
complex interrelation between the various hydrologil;ql parameters and because
it is difficult to anticipate the future economic value of data, the theoretical concepts of network design on the basis of cost and benefit or error
vs density are largely academic. For the present, it is probably best to
attempt to make a realistic estimate of the funds which can be allocated to
data collection and to plan the most effective use of these funds. Except
for already well-developed countries, it is probable that this will not carry
the planner much beyond a network of "base stations" according to Langbein's
concept.
Suggestions on ne~ design
For purposes of discussion, we shall define a hydrological station
as one observing river or lake stage, ice cover, streamflow, water quality,
water temperature and sediment transport and a hydrometeorological station
as one observing any of the other items of data of interest to hydrology.
The distinction is one of convenience for, in practice, the two groups of
observations can be combined at one place or divided in a variety pf ways.
Table 1 (adapted from Ref. 65) lists the elements which may be observed at
hydrometeorological stations and suggests certain classes of stations on
the basis of data observed and frequency of observation. Table 2 suggests
a similar classification of hydrological stations.
8.2

A suggested overall hydrological network might consist of the following :

(a) A simple basin (preferably less than 500 sq. mi. or 1,300 sq.km
in area) in each of the main climatic and/or physiographic areas of the region. Each study basin should have a first order hydrological station at
its outlet, and a first order hydrometeorological station and t"ree or four
precipitation stations within it.
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TABLE 1
Elements to be observed at hydrometeorological stations
Element

First order Second order Third order Precipi- Evaporastations
tation
stations
stations
tion
stations stations

Short-wave radiation
Bright sunshine
Cloudiness
Net radiation
Soil temperature
Air temperature
Precipitation
Snowfall (depth)
Snow cover
depth
water equivalent
Precipitation
intensity
Dewfall
Humidity
Weather
Evapotranspiration
potential
actual
Pan evaporation*
Soil moisture
Barometric pressure
Surface wind
*

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
(x)
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

( x)
x
x
x

(x)

( x)

x
x

x

x
x
X

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

Includes pan water temperature.

Note : For definition of station classification see WMO Technical Regulations, Chap. 2 (2.1.3).
TABLE 2
Element

Elements to be observed at hydrological stations
First order
Second order
Third order
stations
stations
stations

River stage
Lake level
Streamflow
Ice cover
Water quality
Water temperature
Suspended sediment
Bed load
Legend

x
(x)

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

X

x

Lake
stations
x
x

(x)

( x)
( x)
( x)

continuous or daily observation
occasional observation.

x
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(b) An overall density of hydrological stations of about one per
2,000 sq. mi. (5,000 sq. km). Second order hydrological stations should be
provided on streams known to carry heavy sediment loads or to have saline
water, on streams where water may be used for domestic, industrial, or agricultural purposes, and on streams where it seems probable that reservoirs
may be constructed in the future. Third order hydrological stations may be
used elsewhere.
(c) A lake station on all major natural lakes, especially those which
might ultimately be utilized as reservoirs and those which are large enough
to alter materially the streamflow regime by their storage capacity.
(d) A density uf first order meteorological stations of about one
per 5,000 sq. mi. (13,000 sq. km). Station locations should be selected to
sample the major climatic areas within the region.
(e) Second order meteorological stations approximately equal in number to the first order stations and distributed more or less uniformly within the first order network.
(f) Sufficient precipitation stations to provide a density of about
one station per 200 sq. mi. (500 sq. km). Approximately one station in five
should be equipped with a recording precipitation gauge. Where daily observations are impossible, recording gauges or storage gauges should be used depending on the conditions to be met.
(g) Approximately one of every ten hydrometeorological stations should
be equipped as an evaporation station with pan, anemometer, water temperature,
and humidity observations.
(h)

Snow survey stations as required.

The recommendations above must be tempered in the light of the specific hydrological conditions encountered in the region, the probable problems
of water-resources development, and the funds to be expected for the network._
In general, the proposals above should be taken as approximately the desirable
minimum in those portions of the area where it seems probable that water development will occur. These proposals may also be assumed to represent an
approximation to the required network of base stations. Additional stations
which can be installed may be considered as secondary stations, subject to
discontinuation or transfer in the future, if satisfactory correlation with
a nearby base station is found. Since for both physical and economic reasons,
a network of the density suggested may not be immediately feasible, the suggestions should be placed in order bf priority with those stations which see'"
to be cf most immediate interest for water-resource development receiving
highest priority.
It is particularly difficult to specify the required density of hydrological stations on a unit area basis. Clearly no stream gauge can be installed where no stream exists and in a very arid region with few streams
densities must be very low. In essence, hydrological stations should be provided to sample the changing streamflow conditions of an area. The intensively
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instrumented sample basins are intended to permit careful study of hydrological phenomena. If they can also be sited to conform with prospective waterdevelopment locations, s much the better. In addition, it is desirable to
know the flow on each major tributary of the main streams of the area, and
to know the flow at intervals along the main river (generally just above the
junction of important tributaries). Occasionally streamflow decreases in a
downstream direction as a result of influent seepage to the ground-water or
heavy water use by riparian vegetati-n. In such cases i t may be desirable to
observe streamflow above and below such a reach in order to estimate the
magnitude of ground-water recharge or the possible benefits of removing the
.riparian vegetation. In arid regions occasional dry washes (Wadis) should
be sampled to obtain information on the amount and frequency of flow. Inflow
into and out of major lakes shou"d be measured. Streamflow at the head of
potentially irrigable areas or near major centres f population will usually
be useful. Thus, the density of streamflow stations will be determined as
much by the anticipated need for data as by an arbitrary rule. In certain
cases it may be obvious that a short record will suffice. In most cases it
may be necessary to wait until some data is collected before one can adequately judge the length of record required.
Recommendations for special research stations to satisfy the needs of
the area, adequate maps and/or aerial photographs, river surveys, soil surveys, geological surveys, studies of flood damage, etc. may be appropriately
included in the final report.
9.

PROCEDURE FOR WATER-RESOURCE SURVEYS

No two regions will present exactly the same problems to the hydrologist making a water-resource survey and any suggestions concerning the exact
procedure must be tempered to the conditions encountered. With this in mind,
the following tentative outline of procedure is presented.
(a) Assemble the best available maps of the region, piecing together,
if practical, a single master map to the largest possible scale. Draw on the
map the outlines of the major river basins concerned in the survey.
(b) Assemble or at least determine the location of all pertinent
hydrological data files. Locate on the master map the site of all observation stations using appropriate symbols to indicate the nature of the observations. If printed instructions for observations are in use collect these.
If not, determine by interview the methods of observation and types of instruments employed. As far as possible evaluate the probable reliability of
the various items of data available. Prepare a bar chart showing the actual
period of record for each item of data at each station. If possible indicate
on the chart changes in frequency or method of observation and the estimated
reliability of the data.
(c) Survey all existing literature on the hydrology (67), climatology, geology and geography of the region. Prepare a bibliography of this
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material, annotated if possible, for further reference during the survey and
future use in other studies. Read as much of this literature as seems useful
and note any information or conclusions which are pertinent to the survey.
(d) Make a field survey of the region, visiting each of the major
climatic and topographic regions. Insofar as possible check the detail of
maps, especially the location of divides and the direction of flow of streams
which are often in error on inadequate maps. Use photographs freely to illustrate the various types of terrain, vegetal cover, and the characteristics
of stream channels. Note sites which would be suitable for observation stations, especially streamflow, and for dam sites. Visit as many observation
9tations as possible noting condition of equipment, techniques of observation, etc. to support the evaluation of data reliability.
(e) If the available data are very limited and there is prospect of
collecting information of value before the completion of the survey, recommend the immediate installation of stations. Crude rain gauges can be fabricated of tin cans or oil drums, staff gauges can easily be made by painting
scales on existing structures or on planks, and float measurements of streamflow require little equipment. The type and quality of observations will depend on the local conditions. However, even limited data on the low flow of
streams or on floods, may prove very useful.
(f) Outline the studies required in the preparation of the survey report. These will depend on the special conditions encountered but in general
may include :
Adjustment of precipitation data;
(i)
(iii)

Correlation of precipitation and streamflow data;
Extension of streamflow record on the basis of the correlations;

(iv)

Preparation of data pertinent to evapotranspiration;

(v)

Estimation of monthly evapotranspiration and runoff;

( ii)

Reconciliation of records and estim~tes of precipitation, streamflow,
and evapotranspiration;
(vii) Preparation of frequency analyses, means, and maps required for the
report;
(viii) Formulation of recommendations for hydrological network;
(vi)

(ix)

Preparation of report.

10.

THE CONTENTS OFTHE REPORT

The final report should be as comprehensive as possible in presenting
all available information on the water resources of the area but it should
be written in clear and concise form to minimize bulk. Terminology used in
the report should conform to accepted standards (74, 75). The variety of
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charts and tables which can be prepared is almost infinite. Attention should
be directed to displaying the significant information in a form which is easily interpreted. Displaying the same information in a variety of ways may lead
to confusion. The exact table of contents will depend on the specific conditions but may generally be expected to follow the following pattern :
(i)

A map of the area to a scale adequate to show necessary detail. The
map should show major basin divides, location of data stations, general topography, boundaries of climatological areas, and location of
points of significant interest such as points of flood hazard, potential dam sites, regions believed susceptible of development, etc.

(ii)

A general description of the region from the viewpoint of climatology,
hydrology, geology, and economic development.

(iii)

Descriptions of historical droughts, floods, or other events of special
interest.

(iv)

Maps of mean annual and mean monthly (or seasonal) evapotranspiration,
precipitation, and runoff. If indicated, these may be supplemented by
maps of temperature, snowfall, snow depth, etc.

(v)

For individual precipitation stations typical of the various portions
of the region:
(a)

Graphs showing the normal seasonal variation of precipitativn
and the actual variation in typical wet and dry years;

(b)

Graphs showing the frequency distribution of maximum precipitation for various durations. Suggested durations are 1, 6, 12 hrs
and 1, 2, 3, 7, 15, 30, 60, 180 dnd 365 days;

(c)

Graphs showing minimum precipitation for various durations,
15, 30, 60, 180 and 365 days);

(d)

Graphs showing the actual annual and/or monthly precipitation
for the period of record.

(7,

(vi)
Charts as outlined under0l for streamflow,
(vii) . If possible charts as outlined under(v) for evapotrdnspiretion.
(viii) Graphs of lake levels for the period of record.
(ix)

Maps of pr~cipitation, streamflow, and evapotranspiration during especially wet or dry years or seasons, Isohyetal maps of particularly
severe storms should be included if possible.

(x)

Supplementary maps of soil classification, vegetal cover, geology,
etc. should be included if available unless they are to be presented
by other reporters for the area.

(xi)

A list of all observation stations, indicating period of record, location, elevation, operating agency, type of equipment, location of records, reliability of records, and other pertinent remarks.
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List a0d map of recommended station network,

( xiii) Copies of all correlations developed during the survey with explanation of the development.

(xiv)

Notes on possible water development sites noted during the survey.

(xv )

Prints of significant photographs not otherwise used to illustrate
the report.
Summary of water quality data at key points.

(xvi)

(xvii) Bibliography of references pertinent to the area (67).

In addition to the above it may be useful to include as an appendix,
summaries of the data from the varicus stations in the region, This is desirable if the data are not published in some form such that they are readily
available for future studies.
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